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Foreword 
Despite having had a deregulated electricity market in Sweden for over ten 
years we still need to increase our understanding as to how deregulated 
electricity markets actually work and how possible problems are to be solved.  
 
Several studies with different origins have been published assessing the 
process and consequences of the liberalisation. This report is an attempt to 
organise these studies and systematically assess them according to their main 
area of focus. The aim has been to identify the overall consequences of the 
liberalisation process in the Swedish electricity market. The report elaborates 
on possible consensus, as well as highlights any patterns that can explain 
differences in opinions on the results of the liberalisation. Moreover, in the 
report there are some suggestions on the directions further research in the 
social sciences on the electricity market may take.  
 
Elforsk (Electricity research) is owned by the Swedish electricity industry. Its 
corporate business idea is to carry out research and development in line with 
the interests of the owner companies and carry out these research projects in 
cooperation with other parties on the market. The Market Design program 
was initiated in 2000 for the purpose of increasing the knowledge of how 
deregulated electricity markets work. The program is financed by Svensk 
Energi, EBL-Kompetanse in Norway and the Swedish Power Authority. 
 
More information on the program, our reports and current activities is 
available on program’s website, www.marketdesign.se.  
 
Stockholm, November 2007 
 

 
Peter Fritz 
Program Secretary, Market Design 
Elforsk AB 
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Summary 
In 1996 the Swedish electricity market was deregulated. Several studies with 
different origins have been published assessing the process and consequences 
of the liberalisation. This report is an attempt to organise these studies and 
systematically assess them according to their main area of focus. Thus, this 
meta-study summarises and makes its conclusions based on previous 
research. Our aim has been to identify the overall consequences of the 
liberalisation process in the Swedish electricity market. We have elaborated 
on the possible consensus, as well as highlighted any patterns that could 
explain differences in opinions on the results of the liberalisation. Moreover, 
the aim is to present material that accommodates decisions on the directions 
further research in the social sciences on the electricity market may take. 
Based on the 72 different studies that has been reviewed the main findings 
are summarised below. 

It is difficult to find any support for further research on the price setting 
mechanism or the competition in the Nordic electricity market at present. 
Both reports initiated by government and other authorities as well as the 
academic sources clearly point out that the Nordic electricity wholesale 
market functions well.  However, a reasonable field for further inquiries would 
be how to efficiently keep monitoring the liberalised parts, and how the 
governance develops on path keeping transaction costs low, yet transparently 
ensure a well functioning market. There is also a need for an evaluation of the 
competitive pressure in the Nordic market in relation to economies of scale 
and scope in, e.g., the retail market and the degree of vertical separation. 

On the other hand there remain some institutional obstacles to fully exploit 
the potential that a true Nordic market could offer. Several studies point out 
that licensing and permitting for new generation needs to become faster, in 
order to allow new entrants as well as smaller actors in the Nordic market. 
Further, the full potential of trade across regions is not fully utilised. Thus, the 
structure poses potential problems with abuse of market power when 
congestion occurs. Thus, the dynamics and consequences of the current 
congestion management methods, with a national perspective, as opposed to 
the “ideal” Nordic operation of the Nordic transmission grid remain 
unexplored. 

The pros and cons of integrating the Nordic retail markets need further 

analyses. Especially the question if synergy effects that can be realised, and 
whether scale economies exist in retail trade. Furthermore it is important to 
identify any obstacles to entry into the retail market, whether these are of 
pecuniary or institutional nature. We find no investigation whether or not the 
supplier switching rates in Sweden/Nordic are sufficient to support and 
develop a Nordic retail market. It is also of interest how institutional design 
could protect the consumers, e.g., if the abolishment of the current Swedish 
standardised contracts could increase consumer protection if replaced with 
more market oriented pricing. 

Active demand participation is important in order to create a dynamic 
competitive environment, and fully exploit the prospects of the market 
mechanisms. This issue is well established in the economic literature but the 
lack of institutional and technical incentives to adopt a new active demand 

management scheme could benefit from further empirical endeavours. 
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In September 2007 the European Commission adopted the third package of 
legislative proposals for the EU, “Energising Europe: A real market with secure 
supply”. There, far-reaching reforms of the electricity markets in Europe are 
called for. It is symptomatic that in the wide range of Nordic studies, issues of 
governance are absent. For example, there is little written on the pros and 
cons of a Nordic regulation and system operation. We have found, apart from 
one study initiated by the Swedish Competition Authority, very little done on 
governance issues. Thus we feel that there is an urgent and strong need for 
research into the optimal structure and organization of the structure and 

responsibilities of authorities, as well as how the governance of the Nordic 

Transmission grid should be set up. 

There is a strong push for changes in the electricity markets, none the least 
EU’s 20-20-20-vision presented in the European Commission’s “Energy 
Package” in January 2007 and supported by the European Council in March 
2007. The proposed changes will put stress and changes on the existing grids, 
making a development not only in the governance of the grids necessary. 
There is also some loose evidence that urgent changes in the grids would be 
necessary to accommodate the politically decided changes in the energy 
production mix. Thus, there is a call for studies, free from peer-group interest 
and pressure, investigating these issues. Other markets have developed 
transparent procedures for infrastructure development, e.g. the rules and 
objectives of cost and benefit calculations. Transparent procedures using 
state-of-the-art economics of the transmission grid is indispensable for the 

Nordic market’s development.  

Although we have found studies claiming the success of liberalisation on a 
national level a necessary counter-balance to the national perspectives would 
be a Nordic study, considering the Nordic market. Such a study could 
highlight the actual gains from optimizing the different energy systems as well 
as bring forth the overall welfare effects of liberalisation and Nordic market 
integration. This study could elaborate on the possible welfare transfers 
between groups that take place as the market changes. The changes in 
income distribution may explain some of the public or political resistance to 
the market integration, but it could also highlight transfers needed to ensure 
that optimal, from a Nordic perspective, infrastructure changes takes place. 

Overall, a large number of studies on the electricity market, certain 
characteristics, and the consequences for an electricity market when 
liberalised, have been performed. In proposing new areas for research, we 
have been guided by areas only briefly touched upon in the studies, or areas 
we find altogether missing. The suggested areas of further research will 
provide a higher resolution to our understanding of the functions of the 
liberalised market.  
 
Thus, we suggest among other interesting possibilities, the following areas for 
future research: 
 
Nordic market integration 

 

• Nordic research bringing forth the overall social economic efficiency 
and welfare effects of liberalisation and Nordic market integration. This 
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study also needs to consider the possible welfare transfers between 
groups that take place as the market changes. 

• The political economy of income distribution effects between interests 
and interest group in the Nordic market. Such research could help 
overcome ideological, political, or interest-group based obstacles 
towards the fully integrated Nordic market. 

• The institutional settings for establishing a multi-national ISO and the 
optimal design of the governance of the infrastructure. 

 
Wholesale market 

 
• Develop cost-efficient monitoring tools as well as creating a credible 

governance structure with low transaction costs. 
• Further map and analyze the determinants of, and the institutional 

setting deciding the willingness to invest in new and existing capacity. 
• Which are the institutional and technical incentives needed to induce 

more demand side participation?  
• Further assessments are needed on the interconnection capacity and 

how it affects the need for reserve capacity. 
• The transparency of the interrelations between system operation 

services, and the Nordic spot market needs to be improved. For 
example, interactions between related markets, e.g. the price 
determination in the balancing and regulating power markets, and the 
spot price could be illuminated in order to make suggestions for 
improvement of the current market design. 

 
Retail Market 

 
• The functioning and role of the retail markets needs further studying, 

especially in terms of economies of scale, transaction costs, market 
integration and institutional settings. 

• How much demand participation and/or customer switching is needed 
to fully exploit the competitive potential of market incentives? 

• Customer protection through market design. Are there alternative to 
the current standard contracts for passive consumers? 
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1 Introduction 

The focus on the electricity market and the function thereof is perhaps natural 
in a country highly dependent on energy intensive industries for its income, as 
well as having electricity consumption higher than the OECD average. The 
historical context, in which electricity to all citizens is seen as a measure of 
development, sometimes connected to a view of human rights, e.g., potable 
water, protection from the elements and lighting for reading in the evening, 
makes electricity different from most other network industries. The common 
claim that the electricity market is different from other markets is perhaps 
best seen in this light. The rise in the price level of electricity that occurred on 
the Nordic market after 2002-03 has intensified the debate on the 
liberalisation of the electricity market and its consequences for, e.g., welfare 
distribution. Some voices have questioned the reform and would like to see 
some re-regulation.1 Two articles in the Swedish daily Dagens Nyheter, DN, 
may exemplify the two sides in the debate. In an article the 2nd of April 2006 
Brännlund and Kriström claim that the liberalized market is a success, and 
that the current level of the electricity prices are best explained by political 
decisions, e.g. the tax on electricity and the emission trading system.2 They 
fear that the discussion of re-regulating the market could lead to even higher 
prices as the necessary expansion in production capacity would be more 
expensive than the current export (precluding the possibility of a strong 
expansion of the Swedish nuclear power). A stark contrast to this picture is 
painted in an article in DN 19th of June 2007.3 Kaijser and Högselius claim that 
the liberalization has been a failure and warns against similar reforms in other 
markets. Their conclusion seems to stem from the fact that the price level 
2007 is higher than the price level in 1996.  Further the authors are 
somewhat puzzled over the situation with a Finnish company owning the 
network in Stockholm and a Swedish company, Vattenfall owning the 
distribution network in Warsaw.  

The empirical question is whether the electricity market intrinsically carries 
characteristics that may make it prone to market failures or, in a political 
sense, unwanted welfare distributive effects. Another empirical question is to 
what extent these unwanted consequences are realised. 

The market liberalisation was initiated in Governmental Bills 1990/91:87 and 
1990/91:49 and the Swedish parliament expressed their goal with the market 
reform as ‘through increased competition reach a more rational use of 
production and distribution resources, and ensure flexibility for customers at 
the lowest possible price’4 (Government Bill 1990/92:133). Following in 1992 

                                           
1 See for example article by Magnus Grill, chairman of Öresundskraft, in Dagens 
Industri 2005-11-16, or Roger Fredriksson (2006). 
2 Dagens Nyheter, 2nd of April, 2006, “Myt att misslyckad avreglering höjt elpriset till 
rekordnivå”.  
3 Dagens Nyheter, 19th of June, 2007 “Elavregleringen är ett skräckexempel”. 
4 Our translation of: “genom ökad konkurrens nå ett mer rationellt utnyttjande av 
produktions- och distributionsresurserna och tillförsäkra kunderna flexibla 
leveransvillkor till lägsta möjliga priser”. 
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Statens Vattenfallsverk was separated into Svenska Kraftnät (TSO) and 
Vattenfall AB. In 1993, Ellagstiftningsutredningen presented their proposal for 
new sector legislation (SOU 1993:68). The actual reform was somewhat 
delayed due to a change of government and the result of a second 
investigation, Energikommissionen (SOU 1995:14), but was after minor 
changes adopted by the Parliament in 1995 and came into force on the 1st of 
January 1996. (Governmental bill 1994/95:122). 

There is an extensive literature that identifies the particular characteristics of 
electricity markets (e.g., Jamasb (2002); Joskow (2003); Newbery (2002); 
Jamasb and Pollitt (2005); and Nilsson (2005)). Electricity markets are in 
general characterised by:  

� Investments in electricity generation are often large and can thus act 
as an entry barrier.5 

� The electricity sector is a network industry with a strong physical 
dependence between the vertical segments in the market. This is 
easily seen since the consumers and producers need to be connected 
to the same infrastructure – the electric grid.  

� There is at present no economically feasible way of storing electricity 
thus demand and supply must equate in real time. 

� The relatively low (in absolute value) short-term price elasticity of 
demand. This is often mentioned as an important characteristic of the 
electricity market. 

 
Many other industries share these characteristics. However, if a qualitative 
characteristic, the idea of electricity as a human right, is added another 
dimension to the electricity market comes into play; a dimension most other 
markets are lacking. As touched upon below, this dimension affects some of 
the reviewed studies in their conclusions regarding the success or failure of 
the liberalisation of the Swedish electricity market. 

As is seen in figure 1 the level of the Nordic electricity prices is mostly below 
the prices in other comparable European electricity markets. Furthermore, all 
comparable electricity markets saw the start of price increases during 2004 
that continued until 2006. Thus, the discussion of the functioning of electricity 
markets is not only a domestic Swedish but also a European. Proponents of 
the liberalised markets would point out that rising prices on fuel markets and 
the emission trading system has affected markets all over Europe. They would 
perhaps also point out that the correlation of movements in prices indicates 
an increasing integration, alas a geographically larger market. The opponents 
claim that the rise in electricity prices is larger than the rise in costs and that 
collusive behaviour can explain the correlation of price moments across 
Europe. 

                                           
5 The support given to renewable electricity could increase the amount of small-scale 
electricity production. For the effects of renewable energy programs see for example 
Nitsch et al. (2003) on Europe and Nilsson and Sundqvist (2007) for some data on 
Sweden. 
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Figure 1 Electricity prices on the rise all over Europe, wholesale electricity 
price development 2000-2006, year-ahead based load in €/MWh 

Source: European Commission (2007c). 

 

The puzzling dichotomy in views on the functioning of the electricity market in 
Sweden has been the seed of inspiration for the present literature review. The 
aim is to establish what the expectations on the liberalised Swedish electricity 
market were and to what extent they have been measured and evaluated. 
The literature review is based on a mapping of the existing literature covering 
the electricity market, foremost with respect to the consequences the 
liberalisation has had and to what extent the pre-liberalisation goals have 
been met. Furthermore, the literature review presents the opportunity to 
identify lacunae, and can, thus, indicate directions for further research on the 
electricity market in the social sciences. 

1.1 Purpose 
The purpose of this pre-study is to map the literature covering the 
liberalisation of the Swedish electricity market, elaborating on the possible 
consensus, as well as highlight any patterns that may explain differences in 
opinions. Moreover, the aim is to present material that accommodates 
decisions on the directions further research in the social sciences on the 
electricity market may take. 

1.2 Scope 
This pre-study is conducted as a meta-study – a study of studies. No original 
research on the electricity market itself is conducted. The choice of studies 
has been focused on research with empirical results on the Nordic electricity 
market, with respect to economic consequences for the society as a whole. 
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The electricity market may be divided into four segments. Our definition of 
the boundaries of these four market segments follows below. The boundaries 
are based on conventional wisdom and are in that sense arbitrary. The 
wholesale market, often identified as Nord Pool and its related markets, is 
treated as a Nordic market in this study. Even though we focus on Sweden, 
the general consensus is that the large amount of trade between Sweden and 
its neighbouring countries makes it reasonable to investigate the Nordic 
wholesale market. The market for electricity distribution, on the other hand, 
should reasonably be treated as local, legally defined, monopolies. In an ideal 
integrated European market the retail market should also be European. 
Currently there are few connections between the Nordic retail markets other 
than some retailers (e.g., Fortum) operating in more than one market. Thus, 
we have chosen to define the retail market as national. Finally, the 
transmission infrastructure is defined as Nordic although the governance at 
present is national. 

The distribution and transmission segments will only be considered in the 
sense that the liberalised parts of the markets are concerned. Thus we will 
focus on the consequences on what could be defined as the interface between 
the liberalised and the still regulated parts of the market. We have made 
some efforts to identify research in this area but are constrained to material 
that more explicitly supports the purpose of the study. 
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2 Market liberalisation 

What is the nature of deregulation/liberalisation? What are the consequences 
of deregulating a particular business activity? Theoretical debates around 
these questions have been active for almost a century, e.g., Pigou (1938); 
Buchanan and Tullock (1962); Coase (1960); Stigler (1971); de Soto (1990). 
Deregulation has also become popular among policymakers. For instance, 55 
countries undertook reforms that lowered administrative costs of starting a 
business and obtaining a license during 2005 and 2006, (World Bank, 2006). 
The term market liberalisation refers to market opening measures, which can 
take various forms: 

� Reduction of tariffs and non-tariff barriers; 
� Deregulation of domestic regulatory measures including liberalisation 

(e.g., relaxation of investment and capital flows between countries); 
� Enhanced transparency of trade policies/regulations and; 
� Trade facilitation measures (e.g., simplification of customs 

procedures/practices) 
 

The global waves of infrastructure liberalisation in the 1990s signify a distinct 
departure from previous political and economical consensus. The new line of 
reasoning sometimes questioned the need for state ownership of network 
utilities and oftentimes reconsidered long-standing notions about natural 
monopolies and related regulatory interventions. It has become widely 
accepted that the monopoly utility model no longer applies, and perhaps 
never should have been applied, to all network industries. Economic 
circumstances and factors that stimulate market liberalisation include: 

� Enhanced efficiency in production made possible by increased 
specialisation; 

� Improvements in transport, communication and technology have 
resulted in lower transaction costs; 

� Increased production levels due to better exploitation of economies of 
scale made possible by increasing market sizes; 

� Greater acceptance and commitment to free trade principles, and; 
� Free movement of production factors across national borders. 

2.1 Market liberalisation in general 
Two main theories on market liberalisation and its driving forces may be 
identified.6 The first theory, Normative Analysis as a Positive Theory (NPT) 
relates to the public interest and assumes that politicians are making 
decisions on a normative basis, e.g., the regulation of the distribution 
networks occur because it is a natural monopoly and the socially optimal 
quantity differs from the profit maximising quantity for the firm. The motive 
for market intervention would be the existence of market failures, i.e., the 

                                           
6 This is adapted from Viscusi et al. (2005). 
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emissions trading system has been implemented to internalise the effects of 
CO2 emissions. Thus, this theory originates from the idea that regulation 
(market intervention) occurs in the public interest when market failures are 
present. In a sense this theory implicitly explains both the existence of 
regulation and how regulation of markets is implemented. From an NPT 
perspective the liberalisation of the electricity market would occur as a 
rational regulatory response to increasing market and regulatory 
inefficiencies. The second theory, the Economic Theory of regulation (ET) 
recognises the importance of ideas and motives of different actors or interest 
groups. From an ET perspective the liberalisation of markets in the 1990 may 
as much reflect the increasing pressure from tax payers of getting the 
government apparatus working, as be a consequence of market failures. 
Thus, the similarity of the two theories lies in explaining how markets work 
and how market failures can occur. The difference is that ET explains 
regulation - or the lack thereof – from the perspective of different interest 
groups abilities to influence the state. 

Clearly both theories can be used to rationalise liberalisation. From a NPT, or 
public interest perspective, the changes surrounding network markets, and 
the state of the art in theory of regulation, clearly pointed from the regulation 
of natural monopolies to increased use of competition and incentives as tools.  
From an ET perspective the inefficiencies of state-run monopolies may 
become a burden to the taxpayer. Whatever the reason for liberalisation, ET 
may explain more of the discussions on, for instance: (1) the design and 
implementation of the national allocation plans in the emission trading 
system; (2) the struggle to define the role of the former national champions 
in an increasingly integrated market, and; (3) the slow and sometimes non-
existent development of the infrastructure.7 

Market liberalisation can present both challenges and opportunities. The 
challenge is the extent to which economic policies and corporate strategies 
enable the economy to enhance productivity and competitiveness, and can 
take advantage of opportunities and overcome problems. The obvious 
opportunities are that a free market invites more entrepreneurial skills, thus 
creating possibilities for solutions and technology overlooked by the 
establishment. 

Before a market is liberalised there are a number of issues that needs to be 
addressed to avoid, or at least minimise, the transitional problems associated 
with such a process, e.g.: 

� There will be implications for the industries operating on the pre-
liberalised market that will no longer benefit from a protected market. 
Some industries operating on the market before the liberalisation will 
have to undergo structural adjustments or even close down. This has 
raised the issue of stranded costs in certain markets.  

� Domestic market rules will have to conform to global market rules. 
Therefore the governance must be built with a global perspective. The 
relevant public sector agencies must effectively coordinate tasks 
among themselves and contribute pro-actively towards the formulation 
of the global rules. 

                                           
7 For an example of the latter see Lundberg and Nilsson (2007) that is written in the 
spirit of ET.  
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� The public sector must also assume a pro-active role to provide an 
institutional framework that will help the private sector harness and 
upgrade its resources and capabilities for competitive advantage and 
encourage economic development. 

� We could ex post add that the welfare effects of the liberalized 
electricity market needs to be included. Insofar has we have 
distributional consequences across national borders this may create 
tension and acceptance issues.  

 
These issues have very little to do with the efficiency of the market, but are to 
a large extent crucial for the political evaluation of the reform.8 Market 
liberalisation can provide an economic environment necessary for continuous 
growth as well as promote cost effectiveness/efficiency, encourage 
competition and enhanced efficiency. Liberalisation of trade and investment 
regimes as well as deregulation and privatisation of government business 
activities generate opportunities for expansion of investment and technology 
flows. Furthermore, market liberalisation can widen the choice of goods and 
services as well as reduce price levels due to competition and specialisation. 

The timing of the liberalisation has to some extent proven crucial so as to 
ensure that the market is sufficiently competitive. Unfettered liberalisation 
could also adversely affect the market if sufficient production capacity is 
lacking. As of yet, these considerations have generally been taken care of, 
even if the mixture of regulatory failure and partly bad timing in California 
gave liberalisation a bad name. The main concern that liberalisation 
proponents need to address ex ante seems to be the welfare implications of 
the proposed liberalisation.  

This study focuses on the Swedish electricity market, the interaction between 
markets. We assume that regulation affects the social costs and benefits and 
should be measured and evaluated. However, we will neither question nor 
discuss the motives for the liberalisation, nor whether the liberalisation was 
done in the public interest (NPT) or as a consequence of interest group 
pressure (ET). The more ideological reasons for the liberalisation could fall in 
the latter category. Thus, we accept that other factors than pure individual or 
groups’ pecuniary gains may be behind the liberalisation of the Swedish, and 
the other Nordic electricity markets. 

2.2 Market liberalisation of electricity markets in particular 
Whether and how much electricity prices fall as a result of liberalisation 
depends on a number of factors. If, for instance, the new market is very 
competitive and therefore leads to more efficient production and more 
purchase options for all types of consumers, this can result in significantly 

                                           
8 Examples of this is the concerns on distribution of the so called windfall profits from 
the EU ETS, or whether more trade should occur between the countries (There are 
interest groups in Sweden proposing closed borders as they fear increased 
convergence of prices in Europe. A position that is unsustainable in the long run from 
an investment perspective and dubious in an overall trade perspective. But there are 
some indications that national interest does override global, see for example the 
Danish consumers’ complaint on Svenska Kraftnät’s congestion management to DG 
competition in Brussels. (Dansk Energi, Press Release 2006-05-23)   
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lower electricity prices. In the short term, prices may also fall because 
overcapacities that are a result of regulations and subsidies may be abolished. 
Conversely, if the regulated utility is a low cost supplier relative to its 
neighbours, prices in this area can actually increase under competition. Prices 
may also become higher than they would have been under regulation due to 
mergers and strategic behaviour of the electricity suppliers (see Haas et al., 
2000). Thus, liberalisation has to be accompanied by a strong enforcement of 
antitrust laws. Liberalisation could also lead to electricity pricing closer to real 
time-pricing, i.e., higher prices during periods of peak electricity demand and 
lower prices during off-peak periods, making demand side participation 
possible and thus increasing market efficiency. As a result end-users may 
decide to shift their electricity consumption to off-peak periods.  

We have already mentioned some of the characteristics often mentioned when 
claiming the uniqueness of the electricity market. An overall characteristic is 
that the infrastructure, in general is run by private firms operating as 
regulated legal monopolies. The combination of a regulated infrastructure with 
a liberalised market brings out some interesting features, in particular the 
interface and interdependence between the areas of generation, transmission 
and distribution. As Kwoka (1996) notes: ‘The industry in fact consists of 
three stages – generation, transmission and distribution – each with its own 
scale properties, and with possible scale economies among them.’ We would 
like to add a fourth stage, the retailers (or suppliers).9 

The most important feature of a vertically unbundled distribution network is 
that it should allow any retailer to sell electricity within any distribution area. 
Thus, a proper functioning of the information exchange occurring between 
retailers and distribution companies is crucial (e.g., for supplier switching). 
Although we have not found a good source for this, conventional wisdom has 
it that the hope of the legislators has been that a proper unbundling of retail 
and distribution should level the playing field for retail businesses.  

Other important issues, according to for example the benchmark report of 
EU10, involve the interface between the electricity system and the market, 
i.e., the balancing market mechanisms, the bidding process for electricity on 
the regulating market, and finally metering and clearing mechanisms. A 
typical question connected to these issues is how large reserve capacity 
should be maintained (if any). As IEA (2007) concludes, whatever measure is 
adopted, it should dampen the price signal as little as possible. 

In addition we have found concerns about the design of the market or the 
integration of markets.11 Further issues arise when two markets become 
physically connected, e.g., the day-ahead Dutch market closes one hour 
before the day-ahead market at Nord Pool. Additional concerns are the 
organisation of common markets for intraday trading (ERGEG, 2006b), the 
timing of bids, and the length of the period between the closing time and the 
operating hour. An example is that the growth of wind power in the Nordic 

                                           
9 Although this has also been disputed, see examples in Joskow (2000), and 
Amundsen and Bergman (2004). 
10 European Commission (2001; 2003; 2004; 2005a). 
11 See Stakeholder Group (SG) meeting for the Northern region at 
http://www.ergeg.org/portal/page/portal/ERGEG_HOME/ERGEG_RI/ERI/Northern/Mee
tings/SG%20Meetings/2nd_Northern_SG 
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system raises questions of changes in market design, in order to meet the 
difficulty of making precise prognosis of wind power production12. 

Furthermore, we would also like to note the strong interdependence on a 
regulated infrastructure and the specifics of the functioning of the electricity 
market. There will be no real integration of markets with insufficient cross-
border transmission lines, or governance that can or could lead to suboptimal 
use and development of the infrastructure. Havskjöld et al. (2006) point out 
that it is imperative that the TSOs are given strong incentives to make the 
socially beneficial investments. Havskjöld et al. also call for improved Nordic 
coordination of use and development of the transmission networks.  

The governance of the electricity market has been the object of some 
concerns but far less than for example the price formation in the market. 
Hope (2005) is one of few sources with direct connection to the Swedish 
electricity market.13 Hope sets up the structure of the governance of 
wholesale markets originating in the tasks needing to be performed. He first 
stipulates a general competition policy regulator for the physical markets 
(spot, capacity regulation, etc.). Then there should be a general financial 
services regulator for the financial derivatives markets (forward, futures, 
options, etc., plus clearing functions). Furthermore, there should be a sector-
specific regulator for the transmission and distribution network services for 
electricity alone or combined with other network based energy forms like 
natural gas and district heating, or with other network industries like water or 
telecommunications. In addition we need surveillance and market monitoring 
of the power exchange, Nord Pool, for the Nordic market. And finally, the 
oversight of tasks and duties of the network system and the network system 
operator, e.g., in relation to the handling of transmission constraints is 
important.  Hope notes that: ‘It is of crucial importance for the design of an 
effective market monitoring and enforcement process that the division of 
labour and responsibility between the regulatory bodies is as clear and 
transparent as possible, and at the same time that procedures and 
agreements for cooperation in case handling, data collection, exchange of 
information, etc., are well-defined.’ 

 

                                           
12 Se EWEA (2005) for an in-depth discussion on the topic.  
13 To some extent the governance of the electricity market are discussed in Lundberg 
and Nilsson (2007), and in Nilsson et al. (2007). 
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3 The liberalisation of the Swedish 
electricity market 

Market liberalisation might be a goal in itself but usually it is has a more 
profound rationale. In this chapter we discuss the main pre-liberalisation 
goals behind the Swedish electricity market reform. The purpose of the 
chapter is to identify a set of indicators that can be used to assess the degree 
to which the pre-liberalisation goals have been achieved. In the following 
chapters, these indicators are discussed based on the literature review. 

The goals of the liberalisation of the Swedish electricity market were driven by 
a political mandate in order to change certain pre-liberalisation power market 
characteristics. As assessed, ex post, the overall goals of the liberalisation 
process were to: 

[G1] Promote efficiency gains, 
[G2] Enhance productivity, 
[G3] Promote customer choice and demand side participation, 
[G4] Create a uniform and efficient price determination, 
[G5] Improve competition, and to 
[G6] Integrate the Swedish electricity market with international 

electricity markets. 
 
A more implicit liberalisation goal was to achieve an electricity price that, at 
any moment in time, equals the cost of producing electricity at the margin. It 
can be argued that the electricity price is affected by all the above stated 
liberalisation goals. Thus, the electricity price can be viewed as a meta-
variable in the sense that it is not explicitly mentioned by the liberalisation 
goals but is nevertheless affected by them. 

Below, we elaborate on these goals and on indicators through which the 
partial fulfilment of the individual goals can be assessed. The identified 
indicators should not be treated as an exhaustive list that can be used to 
assess how well the various liberalisation goals have been meet. A 
considerably more comprehensive and thorough approach is needed to make 
such a claim. However, the stipulated goals of the liberalisation and its 
indicators will provide a good basis for the understanding of the effects of the 
liberalisation process, and will, moreover, help in identifying areas in which 
more research may be needed. Furthermore, due to the complexity of 
economic systems in general, and of electricity markets in particular, the 
indicators are not mutually exclusive. That is, an indicator can, implicitly or 
explicitly, affect more than one liberalisation goal. 
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3.1 Efficiency [G1] 
One of the goals of the liberalisation of the power market was to increase the 
efficiency and getting market based electricity prices.14 However, the 
definition of efficiency is not straightforward. We can talk about technical 
efficiency, fuel efficiency and economic (or cost) efficiency. Economic 
efficiency occurs when the cost of producing a given output is as low as 
possible. Thus the literature survey adopts a wider approach to the efficiency 
aspect by summarising studies assessing all three efficiency concepts. 

3.2 Productivity [G2] 
In economics, productivity is measured as the amount of output created per 
unit of input. For instance, labour productivity is typically measured as output 
per worker (or output per work hour). However, some aspects of labour 
productivity may be very difficult to measure such as: (a) the intensity of 
labour effort and the quality of labour effort generally, (b) creative activity 
involved in producing technical innovations, (c) the relative efficiency gains 
resulting from different systems of management, organisation, co-ordination 
or engineering, and (d) the productive effects of some forms of labour on 
other forms of labour. 

One important reason for the lack of clear evaluation of productivity is that 
these aspects of productivity refer mainly to the qualitative, rather than 
quantitative, dimensions. We might be able to observe definite increases in 
output, even though we do not know what those increases should be 
attributed to. This insight becomes particularly important when a large part of 
what is produced in an economy consists of services. Management may be 
very preoccupied with the productivity of employees, but the productivity 
gains of management itself might be very difficult to prove. 

For the above-mentioned reasons the focus on productivity gains will be on 
capital and capital adjustments. Several relevant indicators to assess the 
productivity gains from the liberalisation of the electricity market have been 
identified in the literature. For instance the level of investments – a liberalised 
market has other investment drivers than a regulated market. On a liberalised 
market investment occurs if the expected return is strictly positive while on a 
regulated market over-investment might occur to reduce the risk for capacity 
limitations. Capacity diversification might indicate that other power sources 
have become more productive to invest in suggesting a relative adjustment of 
the capital productivity amongst different power technologies. 

3.3 Customer choice and demand-side participation [G3] 
Before the liberalisation of the electricity market the end-users were limited in 
their choice of retailer. The area concession supplier had a local monopoly but 
was subject to price regulation and supply requirements. With the 
liberalisation came the freedom for the end-users to choose retailers located 
in other geographical areas. That is, the end-users obtained freedom of 
agreement. Demand responsiveness indicates how well (or fast) demand 

                                           
14 See for example Amundsen and Bergman (2002) 
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adjusts to price changes and is subject to contract length, how often meters 
are read, etc. To measure the degree to which customer choice and demand-
side participation has affected market performance of the electricity market 
switching rates and transaction costs associated with changing retailer is often 
used. That is, costs not explicitly accounted for by market prices. 
Furthermore, the introduction of innovative, new services might be a result of 
increasing competition but are also devised to create diversified products 
reducing the competition. 

3.4 Price determination [G4] 
On a competitive market the price is determined by the interaction between 
supply and demand. It is important not to confuse the price determination 
mechanism and the resulting price level. The price determination mechanism 
indicates how the market price is reached and the institutions governing it, 
whilst the price level indicates the actual price at which the electricity is 
traded (the value). One of the goals with the liberalisation was to create a 
uniform, transparent and efficient price determination mechanism, rendering 
a cost-reflective and transparent power price. The establishment of a Nordic 
spot-market at Nord Pool is an attempt to achieve this goal. The price 
determination is affected by the transparency and significance in terms of 
trade levels of the spot market and its functionality. If the traded volume is 
low, sectors are excluded or other institutional restrictions apply, the spot 
market might not be able to function to its potential. Another important 
indicator of price determination is how big the price gap between the actual 
and expected power price. 

3.5 Competition [G5] 
Competition is, from a consumer perspective, something desirable. Increasing 
competition indicates that part of the monopoly rent is transferred to the 
consumer end-user forcing marginal firms to become more efficient in order 
to survive. As a consequence, a commodity price tends to decrease with 
increasing competition. One of the pre-liberalisation goals was to promote 
competition. This is of course partially a self-fulfilling prophecy since 
liberalising a regulated market per definition introduces competition in the 
absence of major obstacles to entry or other market failures creating market 
power. Thus, it becomes important to find indicators that can measure the 
level of competition, such as changes in the producers’ ability to raise 
electricity prices above the marginal cost, as measured by the Lerner-index. 
This are sometimes replaced with descriptions on the structure of the market 
such as changing levels in different concentration ratios such as the Herfindal-
Hirschmann Index (HHI). The HHI is the sum of all squared market shares, 
thus giving more weight to companies with large market shares.15 

                                           
15 The structure of the market cannot measure the actual competition occurring, see 
for example Martin (2002) for some theoretical introduction to this, for empirical 
investigations on the Nordic electricity market (Hjalmarsson, 1999), Nilsson (2005), or 
Bask et al (2007). 
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3.6 Market integration [G6] 
International trade with goods and commodities is viewed by most economists 
as a way to increase the overall welfare in a country. There are numerous 
trade theories and empirical studies supporting this argument. In general, 
international trade allows countries to specialise in commodities they have a 
(comparative) advantage in. Therefore they can produce at a relatively lower 
cost compared to other countries whilst other countries specialise in other 
commodities they have an advantage in.  

Electricity is no exception and may be treated as all other traded 
commodities. Thus, to measure the success the liberalisation has had on 
integrating the adjacent electricity markets several indicators can be used as 
identified in the literature. For instance, trade levels or how institutional 
settings affect the possibility to integrate power markets (e.g., third party 
access (common carriage). International distribution capacity or the handling 
thereof puts an upper limit on the trade levels and might thus hamper the 
market integration. The price divergence between markets is another 
commonly used approach in assessing the level of market integration. 
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4 Literature survey 

The pre-liberalisation goals and their associated indicators are discussed in 
this chapter based on their presence and assessment in the literature survey. 
In addition, the literature survey provides information that makes it possible 
to extend the analysis to also include post-liberalisation goals. That is, we can 
identify and assess liberalisation goals that have arisen after the Swedish 
electricity market reform. This allows us to study how the goals and the focus 
on (and impact of) the goals have changed over time. 

The liberalisation of the electricity market has been the focus of several public 
reports and evaluations during the last decade. In the selection of studies to 
include in the review we have emphasised reports evaluating the reform, with 
an increased focus on later work. In addition we have opted to include 
representative reports from Norway, Finland, Denmark and Nordic 
organisations, as a complement to the reports by Swedish authors or by 
international authors writing on Sweden. The academic literature on electricity 
market liberalisation in general, and on the Swedish/Nordic market in 
particular, is extensive. In what follows, the selected studies are presented 
according to our view of where they mostly fit the overall liberalisation goals 
and with their main findings summarised. The topic of many of the studies 
covered is, however, difficult to categorise under only one of the goals. These 
studies are placed under the heading that has been judged the most suitable. 

4.1 Efficiency [G1] 
The liberalisation of the Swedish electricity market is motivated by expected 
efficiency gains. A more efficient supply of electricity contributes to the 
competitiveness of the Swedish economy as a whole and, hence, increases 
welfare. The Energy Markets Inspectorate (2006) concludes that the markets 
short-term efficiency works well and that the capacity is deployed in merit 
order. The Inspectorate evaluates the market reform in general and notes 
that the excess production capacity at the time of deregulation has 
disappeared, resulting in an efficiency improvement. 

The achieved efficiency improvements in the utilisation of existing capital, 
given the fact that producers no longer can pass the cost of excess capacity 
on to end-users, has lead to an increased focus on the power balance and the 
adequacy of generation capacity (Regelutredningen, 2005, and the Ministry of 
Trade and Industry, 2006). Related to this Regelutredningen also highlights 
the efficiency improvements due to sharing of reserve capacity in the Nordic 
region. However, as the Danish Economic Council (2005) notes, the shared 
reserves also create a dependency on access to interconnection capacity. 
Several reports note the unexploited potential for efficiency in the use and 
management of transmission capacity. The Swedish Energy Agency (2005) 
concludes that reductions of interconnector capacity due to internal 
constraints, reduces the efficiency as it distorts the possibilities to react on 
price signals, as well as affecting the prices in neighbouring areas. 
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Empirical studies by Bushnell et al. (2005) and by Fabrizio et al. (2006) for 
the US show an improvement in the efficiency of generation plants after the 
reforms. In the course of these reforms, some plants were divested and 
began to compete in the market, while some other (non-divested) plants were 
subject to more stringent regulation. According to Bushnell et al. both 
competition and incentive regulation of generating plants have led to fuel 
efficiency improvements (of up to two per cent). Similarly, Kleit and Terrell 
(2001) examine the efficiency of power plants in the United States using 
county-level cost, output, and input prices for 78 steam plants. Their results 
indicate that the plants on average could reduce costs by up to 13 percent by 
eliminating production inefficiencies. The results also indicate that most plants 
operate at increasing returns to scale, suggesting further cost savings could 
be achieved through increasing output. The authors argue that the change of 
incentives, rather than the change of ownership in itself, was the main driver 
behind these improvements. Fabrizio et al. (2006) find that competitive 
pressure reduces non-fuel operating expenses of power plants. In anticipation 
of increased competition, plant operators most affected by restructuring 
reduced their labour and non-fuel expenses per unit of output by 3-5 per cent 
relative to other investor-owned plants, and by 6-12 per cent relative to 
government and cooperatively owned plants that were not affected by the 
reforms.  

Besides fuel efficiency and operational efficiency, liberalisation might affect 
the utilisation of production capacity. For a sample of OECD countries, Steiner 
(2001) finds that restructuring reforms led to improved utilisation rates and 
reserve margins in electricity generation. IEA (2005a) reports a 12 per cent 
higher utilisation of generation capacity in New South Wales (Australia) 
compared to the pre-liberalisation period. In Europe, the intensity of using the 
generation capacity increased over the past decades, which might partly be 
the result of liberalisation. However, liberalisation can negatively affect 
productive efficiency in the electricity industry if market power leads to 
inefficient productive decisions, in the sense that production is not always 
undertaken by the least-cost units. This may happen when firms active on 
both sides of the spot market gain market power. For the Spanish market, 
Kühn et al. (2004) find that although market power of large vertically 
integrated sellers and buyers has had little effect on spot market prices, 
substantial productive inefficiencies may have arisen from the exercise of 
bilateral market power. Mansur (2003) analyses the effect of vertical links 
among firms on market efficiency and firm conduct in the Pennsylvania-New 
Jersey-Maryland electricity markets, and emphasises the effect of production 
constraints (such as start up costs). Accounting for these constraints, Mansur 
finds that the costs on the analysed markets were only 3.4 percent above the 
competitive levels. 

For the Swedish electricity market Hjalmarsson et al. (1992) find no 
significant impact of ownership and economic organisation on productivity 
change for retail and distribution firms. However, they find a substantial 
influence of economies of density, as well as a relative increase in productivity 
in rural areas. The authors contribute this to the mergers of small regional 
utilities, thereby implying the existence of economies of (regional) scale. In a 
reaction to this, Mork (1992) states that the lack of difference due to 
ownership follows from the fact that neither private nor public utilities are 
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profit maximisers. In a later Swedish study, Kumbhakar et al. (1998) find that 
privately owned firms in electricity retail and distribution are more efficient 
than municipal companies. The difference in technical progress between 
public, private and mixed firms, however, appears to be small. Edvardsen and 
Försund (2003) use a numerical approach to analyse relative efficiency 
differences among electricity distribution utilities in five EU countries (which 
includes the Nordic countries and the Netherlands). They construct the 
common production frontier for the utilities from their sample and find that 
there is still a substantial potential for an improvement of operating and 
maintenance costs. Remarkably, the efficient firms, i.e., the firms supporting 
the frontier, come from all five countries, which support the use of common 
technology in benchmarking. In retail, liberalisation has introduced new costs, 
such as loss of potential economies of scope between the network and retail 
activities and marketing cost.16 These costs may affect productive efficiency 
negatively. However, since the retail cost is a small part of the total cost, a 
large impact of these costs on overall productive efficiency is unlikely. The 
conclusion from the study is that liberalisation and other reforms in energy 
markets (such as change of regulation and ownership structure) improve 
firms’ productive efficiency, if this process succeeds to change firms’ 
incentives. 

4.2 Productivity [G2] 
Following the overcapacity at the time of the liberalisation the need for 
investments during the last decade has been low. The increase in capacity 
utilisation and smaller capacity margins after the reform imply higher 
utilization of existing capital. However, this is not a bad thing, since the pre-
reform electricity markets were often characterised by overinvestment. In 
competitive markets investment is driven by the expectation of future prices. 
Limited empirical evidence (mostly on the UK market, but also in some other 
countries) shows that investments respond to price signals (Ernst & Young, 
2006). However, the Energy Markets Inspectorate (2006) raises concerns for 
the markets long-term productivity and suggests an increased focus on the 
preconditions for investments in new production capacity. Statistics Norway 
(2005) highlights the lack of an investment planning system for the integrated 
Nordic system. 

After the reform the investment risk for the individual producer has increased, 
as investment decisions are taken individually rather than collectively. 
According to Regelutredningen (2005) this has led to a market adaptation of 
the investment level. Due to the capital-intensive nature of the electricity 
sector Regelutredningen also notes that productivity measured as value added 
per work hour is relatively high. However, the electricity industry shows a 
slower development of productivity compared to the general industry average 
even if calculations are uncertain due to variations in hydropower production 
and mothballed reserve production capacity. The Swedish Energy Agency 
(2005) lists a well functioning market, political acceptance, efficient licensing 
procedures and a stable energy policy with further Nordic harmonisation as 

                                           
16 See for example Kwoka 1996 on the US electricity market. On the other hand Kwoka 
seems to find this “sacrifice” worthwhile since there are gains in efficiency due to 
increased competition.   
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key factors for an efficient long term market that enables socially economical 
and timely investment decisions. Lack of local acceptance and an unclear role 
of the government are important factors influencing lead times and the 
investment risks. The latter may be especially relevant for the transitional law 
making the state owned Swedish TSO responsible for holding a capacity 
reserve.17 The Ministry for Trade and Industry (2006) also emphasises the 
need for a clear long-term energy policy, especially with concern to the long 
lead times for investments. 

Capacity diversification might among other things indicate that other power 
sources have become more productive to invest in suggesting a relative 
adjustment of the capital productivity amongst different power technologies. 
The choice of technologies are should clearly be seen as a response to the 
current local policies in different countries, as well as a reflection of the 
natural resources in the region. In the Nordic market that may be reflected in 
the examples that investments in nuclear is seen as profitable in Finland, wind 
power is prevalent in Denmark, and the natural gas is absent in the 
Norwegian market, despite abundant supply. Issues of what is triggering long 
run investment patterns, as well as giving necessary incentives still need 
further investigation. One obvious question is what is meant by stable energy 
policy, see conclusion from Swedish Energy Agency (2005) above. 

IEA (2005a) find indications of increases in labour productivity in the energy 
industry in liberalised markets as a result of reforms. The issue of labour 
productivity has been addressed in European Benchmark reports. Table 1 
presents the estimated labour productivity for EU-15 and for USA for the time 
period 1979-2001. Notable is the sharp increase that occurred in EU-15 for 
the period 1995-2001 compared to the previous time periods.  

Table 1 Labor productivity growth: Gas, Electricity and Water 

Per cent per 

annum 

1979-

1990 

1990-

1995 

1995-

2001 

EU-15 2.7 3.6 5.7 
USA 1.1 1.8 0.1 

Source: EC 4th benchmark report. 
 
Table 2 reveals that the Swedish productivity has been more modest. 
 

Table 2 Annual labour productivity growth electricity gas and water supply 
(% per annum 

1990-2001, EU15 countries) 

 1990-1995 1995-2001 

Austria 3.5 3.5 
Belgium 4.4 6.3 
Denmark 5.4 n.k. 
Finland 7.9 5.4 
France 2.2 3.6 

                                           
17 The issue of regulatory or governmental intervention related to the risk of capacity 
shortage is for example discussed in the Danish Economic Council (2005) and 
Regelutredningen (2005). 
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Germany 3.5 6.2 
Greece 2.0 5.5 
Ireland 18.2 7.9 
Italy 3.2 3.6 
Luxembourg 5.2 5.4 
Netherlands 1.9 4.5 
Portugal 8.7 14.4 
Spain 1.7 5.5 
Sweden 1.6 0.6 
UK 5.2 10.4 

Source: EC 4th benchmark report. 

4.3 Customer choice and demand-side participation [G3] 
The major change related to freedom of choosing supplier and contractual 
agreements since the reform took place in 1999 when the obligatory on 
hourly metering for supplier switching was removed. However, some 
obstacles, such as inefficient information exchange between retailers and 
distribution companies, drawn out billing process and lack of updated 
comparable information on alternatives, still remained 
(Elkonkurrensutredningen, 2002).18 Similarly a number of reports conclude 
that the potential gain for the consumers with low consumption often is 
insufficient to compensate for time and effort of switching retailer, e.g., 
Ministry of Trade and Industry (2006) and Regelutredningen (2005). An often 
debated and related issue is the concept of assigned supplier and the 
standardised contracts for end-users that have not made an active choice of 
supplier. These contracts generally have higher prices compared to the types 
of contracts offered to active end-users. The Energy Markets Inspectorate 
(2006) therefore concluded that the standardised contracts have few 
advantages for end-users and that an abolishment of the contractual form 
would strengthen the position of end-users. NordREG (2006) focus on the 
development of a integrated Nordic end-user market. In addition to the 
overall need for further harmonisation and integration NordREG also point at 
need for increased transparency and comparability of alternatives. Littlechild 
(2004) analyses the effect the delay of contract termination (28 days) has on 
the UK consumers’ ability switch retailer and compares the situation with the 
situation in the UK. The paper concludes that there is no longer a need for the 
28-day-rule to protect customers, and that it is more likely to restrict than to 
stimulate competition. 

Regelutredningen (2005) notes that the reform has led to increased volatility 
of wholesale prices, this since the earlier practice meant a mid-price related to 
the average production cost. However, it is rarely economically efficient to 
limit the price volatility since the price on a deregulated market signals 
scarcity. The ability of the price to signal scarcity is related to the issue of 
demand side participation (or the lack thereof). The Energy Markets 
Inspectorate (2006) concludes that creating conditions for demand side 
participation is one of the most important remaining challenges for the Nordic 

                                           
18 Similar views are taken by El- & Gasmarknadsutredningen (2004) and 
Regelutredningen (2005).  
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wholesale market. The Inspectorate mentions a revised pricing of balancing 
power and the development of new contractual forms as possible ways 
forward.19 Regelutredningen (2005) notes that the preliminary billing of small 
end-users has a negative effect on demand side participation, and, 
consequently, it is important to strengthen the end-users position in the 
market. Introduction of remote and more frequent meter reading would 
increase the small end-users awareness and give them improved conditions to 
act on the price signal. 

Demand participation in the balancing of supply and demand is an alternative 
to investing in new capacity. Some production and transportation capacity is 
used only in peak hours. The larger demand peaks are, the more capacity is 
needed to maintain the reliability of the system during peak hours, which is 
costly. The cost of the provision of electricity can be reduced by smoothing 
the demand peaks, i.e., by making demand more responsive to price signals. 
IEA (2005a) illustrates demand participation in several countries. IEA shows 
the volumes contractually committed by TSOs and observed in the market 
and assessed to be additionally available at a minimum. The highest figures of 
demand participation are observed in the Nordic market, the most impressive 
examples being the Nordic drought in 2002/03 when both residential 
consumers in Norway and industrial consumers in Norway and Sweden 
reduced their consumption significantly over a period of several months; and 
a cold spell in Sweden in 2001, during which peak demand in the critical 
hours was reduced with two to three percent compared to the expected levels 
(Ibid.). 

In the European Commission’s 1st benchmark report (2001), four countries 
can be singled out, Germany, Finland, UK and Sweden, all having switching 
and renegotiation rates from small consumers that are higher than 25 
percent. Sweden is the only country that reports a 100 percent switching rate 
for large consumers. This is confirmed in the 2nd benchmark report where the 
consumer activity in Sweden, with more than 50 percent being active is the 
highest among the reported values. Most of the countries in the 2nd report 
(2003) indicate switching or renegotiation rates above 50 percent for large 
consumers.  In the 4th report (2005a) the switching rate for 2003 is reported 
to be ten percent for small users in Sweden, but no accumulated number is 
given. European Commission (2005b) provides the cumulative switching rates 
since the opening of the market. Large industrial users in the Nordic countries 
have a switching higher than 50 percent. For small commercial users and 
households Sweden exhibits a lower rate of switching, between 20 and 50 
percent. The benchmark reports also reports qualitative variables, e.g., views 
on the electricity markets held by stakeholders. The countries with the highest 
levels of dissatisfaction with the customer service are Sweden, The 
Netherlands, Greece and Malta. Finland and Denmark report a generally 
receptive attitude, whereas Sweden reports “a fairly widespread frustration”. 

Sturluson (2003) evaluate consumers’ reluctance to switch power supplier. 
This is usually explained either by search costs or switching costs, or by both 
costs. The choice problem facing consumers is explained as whether to 
become an active searcher for the best deals in electricity contracts and to 

                                           
19 Elkonkurrensutredningen (2002) mention single price balance settlement as a 
possible way forward.  
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switch supplier. Sturluson (2003) find that switching costs are, on average, 
larger than search costs. Yet, search costs are important, for it appears that 
users of electricity must become active consumer before they respond to 
changes in switching costs to any degree. Various forms of passive 
information such as direct marketing and word-of-mouth encourage active 
searching. Halvorsen and Larsen (2001) estimate the long run effects on 
residential electricity demand from changes in the electricity price. They argue 
that the estimated long run elasticity is only slightly more price elastic than in 
the short run. They also find that the long run elasticity if relatively robust 
between using two different approaches. They conclude that the reason for 
results is that, since there is no alternative source of energy for household 
appliances, there are no substitution effects. 

 

4.4 Price determination [G4] 
Public investigations and evaluations of the deregulation have often been 
focusing focused on both price formation, and price levels. Fundamental 
factors affecting the price level may in some cases be indirect effects of the 
reform (e.g., the impact of emissions trading), which has led to a debate over 
the cost and benefits of marginal pricing (see e.g., Energy Markets 
Inspectorate, 2006). A year before the liberalisation Andersson and Bergman 
(1995) published an article suggesting that, with the pre-reform structure of 
the electricity market, a liberalisation is not a sufficient condition for achieving 
a lower equilibrium price. White et al. (1996) suggests that the major 
determinant for the liberalisation of electricity markets is the price gap 
between the monopoly price and the expected deregulated price. Ando and 
Palmer (1998) suggest that an increasing retail competition on the electricity 
market is expected to lead to a more efficient electricity supply, lower 
electricity prices, more innovation by retailers and a greater variety of 
electricity service packages. They analyse a variety of factors that may 
influence the rate at which legislators and regulators move towards 
establishing retail competition. Newbery (2002) argues that compared to the 
US, much of the EU lacks the necessary legislative and regulatory power to 
mitigate generator market power. Unless markets are made more 
contestable, transmission capacity expanded and adequate generation 
capacity ensured, liberalisation may lead to higher prices. According to 
Newbery, ending the domestic franchise could remove the counterparty for 
the contracts required for adequate investment to sustain competitive pricing. 

The Energy Markets Inspectorate (2006), among others, concludes that price 
formation in the Nordic market is technically well functioning, possessing all 
the necessary means to achieve a efficient market.20 Statistics Norway (2005) 
finds that the market has performed well in terms of economic efficiency and 
market functionality. The Ministry of Trade and Industry (2006) supports the 

                                           
20Elkonkurrensutredningen (2002), El- & Gasmarknadsutredningen (2004), Statistics 
Norway (2005), Regelutredningen (2005) and the Energy Markets Inspectorate (2006) 
all conclude that the price development since the reform has fundamental explanations 
such as hydrology, policy measures, fuel prices and the average cost of new 
production.  
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view of a theoretically correct well functioning price formation, but asks for an 
increased transparency regarding the bids and offers that balance the market. 
Today this information is not published, as the companies claim competitors 
may make use of this information. However, the commissioner argues, this 
information is already known to major power producers, which creates 
information asymmetries among market actors of different sizes (see e.g., 
Wolak, 2004). The Swedish Energy Agency (2006) suggests clear and 
harmonised rules for information management and transparency for the 
financial market. The European Commission (2007a) notes that the Nordic 
market has a high level of transparency, but there is room for further 
improvement.  

Increasing electricity prices throughout Europe (c.f., Fig. 1 above) has led to 
an increased focus on measures of state aid. The European Commission 
(2007a) cautions against any special arrangements for large customers on the 
wholesale market. Such measures could seriously harm the Nordic market, 
which according to several sources (e.g., see footnote 19) seems to function 
relatively well at present. The Danish Economic Council (2005) note that the 
large state-owned producers pose a possible threat as the owners may use 
them to protect national interests and thus reducing the efficiency of the price 
signal. The Energy Markets Inspectorate (2006) also concludes that measures 
bordering to state aid designed to support and protect national interests in 
electricity consumption or security of supply may become obstacles to an 
efficient integrated market. This should receive special attention in relation to 
political measures to offset welfare transfers from producers to consumers 
(e.g., following the effects of the EU emission trading scheme).  

The need for greater transparency is widely recognised and has been 
identified as the key non-structural measure that could improve competition 
in EU electricity markets (see e.g., European Commission, 2007c). Lack of 
transparency amounts to an entry barrier, undermines the playing field 
between market participants and adversely affects the trust in the functioning 
of the wholesale markets. In most member states the level of transparency 
remains low. According to the EC more than 80 percent of all market 
participants are not satisfied with the current level of transparency arguing 
that not all indispensable, important and/or useful information is made public. 
More information should especially be published on the technical availability of 
inter-connectors and TSO networks, on generation, balancing and reserve 
power, and load. The EC financial services legislation, even when it applies to 
electricity wholesale markets, imposes only limited transparency obligations 
on these markets and their participants. The same applies to the sector-
specific rules. The transparency requirements under national rules or market 
conditions appear to be widely divergent, with for example only Nord Pool 
explicitly banning trading before the relevant information has been passed to 
the market. Furthermore, experience with enforcement of the national rules 
and the market conditions are even more divergent, with only Nord Pool 
having a broad experience enforcing its rules. There is therefore according to 
the EC 2007c an urgent need to require all market participants to publish 
more information. The Commission will consider whether there is a need for 
Community legislation in this area (e.g., clarification or modification of 
existing legislation or new legislation). The Commission will also consider 
imposing transparency requirements as remedies in competition cases, given 
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that improved transparency can help to limit the possibility to abuse market 
power. 

The supply shock that hit the Nordic electricity market in 2002/2003 put the 
market through a severe test. A significant reduction in inflow to hydro 
reservoirs during the normally wet months of the late autumn 2002 pushed 
electricity prices to unprecedented levels. Von der Fehr et al. (2005) take this 
event as the starting point for analysing some potential weaknesses of the 
Nordic market and conclude that the concerns regarding supply security and 
adequacy are likely unfounded. Nevertheless, the authors find that, as the 
inherited over-capacity has been abolished, and as the new market-based 
environmental regulation takes effect, tighter market conditions are to be 
expected. It is then crucial that the retail markets are fully developed so as to 
allow consumers to adequately protect themselves from price spikes. 
Amundsen and Bergman (2006) explore why the Nordic electricity market has 
worked quite well and consider to what extent the Nordic experiences are 
relevant for other electricity markets. In particular they investigate the causes 
as to why the Nordic market managed to withstand the supply shock in 
2002/2003. Amundsen and Bergman argue that the relatively successful 
electricity market reforms in the Nordic countries may be attributed to a 
simple but sound market design, a successful dilution of market power, a 
strong political support for and a voluntary, informal, commitment to public 
service by the power industry. Furthermore, they argue that there are two 
major threats to the success of the electricity market reforms in the Nordic 
countries. The first is that security of supply cannot be maintained. The 
second is that market power prevents the potential benefits of competition to 
be realized. So far security of supply has been maintained, although 
exceptional storms have created serious problems in electricity distribution. At 
the same time the power industry’s productivity has increased, and the retail 
prices (before tax) have become linked to wholesale prices. Thus it remains to 
be seen whether investments in new capacity are carried out when they are 
needed, and whether mergers and capacity expansion do not significantly 
increase the concentration. 

4.5 Competition [G5] 
The underlying drivers for bigger and fewer companies are the economies of 
scale that characterise electricity production, distribution/transmission and 
sales (Regelutredningen, 2005). The competition in the Nordic electricity 
wholesale market is in general regarded as well functioning, meaning that 
there is no sign of market power affecting the Nordic or Swedish price level.21 
The European Commission (2007a) concludes that competition in the Nordic 
market works relatively well. In its most recent investigation the Swedish 
Competition Authority (2007a) conclude that the increase in electricity prices 
over the past decade has fundamental causes and can in itself not be seen as 
a sign of insufficient competition. On the other hand the Authority points at a 
number of structural conditions on the market that if resolved would enhance 
the competition. As several other reports the SCA highlights the increasing 

                                           
21 Note however that the Danish Competition Authority in 2005 ruled that Elsam A/S 
had used market power to raise the prices in western Denmark by 6.8% of the time in 
2003-2004 and imposed a price cap. 
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concentration and the cross-ownership of the nuclear power plants in the 
Nordic area as problematic.22 The Nordic Competition Authorities (2003) and 
Energy Markets Inspectorate (2006) note that future mergers that increase 
market concentration must be carefully reviewed. In a study made for the 
Swedish Competition Authority, Hope (2005) notes that this is especially 
important in questions of mergers including hydro and thermal capacity. The 
same report argues for the establishment of a permanent market monitoring 
and regulatory oversight committee. The Ministry of trade and Industry 
(2006) stresses the need for new investments by other market actors than 
the national champions. In the same report the Commissioner also argues 
that an oligopoly is problematic from a competition legislation point of view, 
and that measures to facilitate supervision should be developed. 
Regelutredningen (2005), however, notes that the process of structural 
change and consolidation was initiated before the market reform, and is 
driven by economies of scale and scope rather than by the liberalised market. 
However, the economies of scale together with a demanding licensing 
procedure and lack of profitable investment alternatives effectively creates 
barriers to entry. The Danish Economic Council (2005) suggests an increased 
focus on demand side participation as a mean to enhance competition. 

The Swedish Energy Agency (2006) was commissioned to analyse the 
financial market and concluded that even though the financial electricity 
market works relatively well compared to similar markets, there are some 
deficiencies regarding information handling of authorities and vertically 
integrated companies which may be an obstacle to competition. Vertical 
integration of production, distribution and retail business has received 
increasing attention as a possible obstacle to competition.23 One often 
debated issue related to the vertical integration is the equal access to 
information from meter readings as it has been claimed that supply 
companies in an integrated company have information advantages (European 
Commission, 2007a). Regelutredningen (2005) again argues that it is 
important to take into consideration that the business had well developed 
cooperation before the reform, which in some way was inherited to the 
deregulated market. The Commissioner however concludes that further 
separation between the different vertical segments would accommodate 
further competition in the retail market and enable a more efficient 
monitoring of the market, while on the other hand integrated companies have 
cost advantages, e.g., risk management and reduced transaction costs that 
should be taken into account.  

There could be a conflict between the expected efficiency gains from 
economies of scale and a sufficient level of retail competition. Undoubtedly a 
large number of retailers structurally supports competition, but the price will 
only be correct if the scale economies of overhead, risk management and 
other costs are not adversely affected.  The Ministry of Trade and Industry 

                                           
22 The issue is also discussed in Regelutredningen (SOU 2005:4), El- & 
Gasmarknadsutredningen (SOU 2004:129), the Nordic Competition Authorities (2003), 
the Ministry of Trade and Industry (2006), the Energy Markets Inspectorate (2006), 
and the European Commission (2007e). 
23 According to the European Commission’s (2007b) energy sector inquiry the lack of 
vertical separation is identified the main obstacle for competition in Europe’s electricity 
markets.   
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(2006) views the competition in the wholesale market as the major problem 
for the downstream retail market. There have been a number of studies of 
retail trade margins looking at whether or not the margins are unreasonably 
high or if economies of scale in vertically integrated companies result in lower 
end-user prices.24 The Energy Markets Inspectorate (2006) found no signs of 
“predatory pricing” from vertically integrated companies. However, according 
to the Inspectorate, trade margins showed a slightly increasing trend and 
were found to be higher in Sweden compared to Norway, both of which may 
be a signal of insufficient competitive pressure. Moreover, the Ministry for 
Trade and Industry (2006) observes that differences among retailers (i.e., 
vertically integration, size, types of customers etc.) result in different 
strategies where in particular small retailers often opt for the role of an 
observer. Such a strategy may succeed due to the passive attitude of some 
customers and due to the profitability of standardized contracts, as discussed 
above. 

The main findings of the sector inquiry (European Commission, 2007c) 
typically deal with competition issues, even if cross-border trade issues also 
have a prominent place.  There are reasons, the Commission claims, to follow 
concentration issues carefully, and particularly the possibilities of the 
dominant producers in certain markets, especially with respect to possible 
abuse of market power during peak hours. The Commission finds that the 
current level of vertical separation of network and supply services has 
negative repercussions on the market functioning and on the incentives to 
invest in networks. According to the EC the vertical integration constitutes a 
major obstacle to entry and also threatens the security of supply. Further, 
market integration is hampered by insufficient inter-connector capacity and a 
lack of adequate incentives to invest in additional capacity to eliminate 
identified bottlenecks. This finding is supported by Borenstein and Bushnell 
(1999) that analyse the liberalisation of the Californian electricity market with 
respect to market power. Their results indicate that, under the pre-
liberalisation structure of generation ownership, there was a potential for 
significant market power during peak demand, particularly in the fall and early 
winter months when the hydroelectric output is at its lowest level relative to 
demand. Borenstein and Bushnell’s results also show that two of the most 
important factors in determining the extent and severity of market power are 
the level of available hydroelectric production and the elasticity of demand. 
Amundsen and Bergman (2002) analyses the post-liberalisation market 
consolidation and its effect on market power. They are primarily interested in 
the increasing cross-ownership amongst the major power producers in 
Sweden and Norway, which may offset some of the competitive gains 
achieved by the liberalisation. Amundsen and Bergman conclude that cross-
ownership tends to increase horizontal mergers and thus the market price.  

One of the most frequently monitored issues in the benchmark reports 
(European Commission, 2001, 2003, 2004, 2005a) is the competition in the 
electricity market. As in several other reports the focus in the EC benchmark 
reports is on the market structure in the most superficial sense, i.e., 
concentration measures (the largest, the three largest C3, or the HHI). In 
                                           
24 Retail trade margins have been studied by the Swedish Energy Agency (2004), 
Regelutredningen (2005), the Energy Markets Inspectorate (2006), and the Swedish 
Competition Authority (2007b).  
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addition there is, as mentioned above, some focus on the price level, often 
with some qualitative elaboration on the reasons for the changes in the price 
level (drought, changing fuel prices, etc.). There is some development 
throughout the reports when it comes to assess the competitive framework in 
the Swedish and later the Nordic wholesale market. The first report mentions 
Vattenfall AB’s strong position when it comes to generation capacity, but on 
the other hand Sweden is not amongst the countries mentioned as having 
competitive problems. The 2nd report shows the familiar C3 in Sweden of over 
90 percent on the wholesale market, but the fourth highest among the EU 
countries, 29 percent, on the potential import competition.25 The 3rd report 
introduces a new concentration measure, the biggest generators share of 
capacity accounting for import capacity. The Swedish estimate is 16 percent, 
which is in the lower range. In the 4th report, the Nordic countries (excluding 
Iceland) and the UK are reported as having no major obstacles to 
competition. Further, it is claimed, successful markets, such as the Nordic and 
UK markets have between five and ten major competitors, plus a range of 
fringe companies in the generation sector.  Thus there exists a strong 
empirical support that competition in the Nordic electricity wholesale market 
works. 

4.6 Market integration [G6] 
The EU benchmark reports exemplifies the general focus is on the need to 
increase interconnection capacities and on the support of an efficient use of 
existing capacity.26 Elkonkurrensutredningen (2002) notes that the 
liberalisation and the Nordic market integration implies that Danish and 
Finnish coal condensing power often sets the price in the Nordic market, and 
very often in the Swedish price area. Further integration and increased 
interconnector capacity is identified as important aspects for a continued 
development of the competition in the market.27 Damsgaard (2007) shows 
that increased market integration and cross-border trade capacity may be a 
win-win for consumers in the Nordic and continental markets. The Nordic 
Competition Authorities (2003) add that the benefits from a Nordic 
competitive pressure must be taken into account when evaluating the reform. 
They also stress the need to further develop means to regulate the market 
and share information from a Nordic Perspective as regulatory intervention in 
one country affects the whole Nordic market. Statistics Norway (2005) point 
to the fact that the operation of and the investments in the transmission 
network are subject to decentralised national decisions and that the 
cooperation among Nordic TSOs is based on voluntary agreements. Statistics 
Norway (2005) and Regelutredningen (2005) both argue for a common 
market that in the end call for a common Nordic regulator and shared policies 
to harmonise market conditions, even though it may be very complicated to 
achieve. The Danish Economic Council (2005) notes that the market 
                                           
25 This is theoretically close to measuring the contestability of a market. For a pure 
theoretical expose see Martin (2002).  
26 European Commission (2001; 2003; 2004; 2005a). 
27 Similar views are also taken in Regelutredningen (SOU 2005:4), El- & 
Gasmarknadsutredningen (SOU 2004:129), The Nordic Competition Authorities 
(2003), The Danish Economic Council (2005) and the Ministry of Trade and Industry 
(2006). 
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integration between the Nordic area and Continental Europe needs to develop 
further. Related to this is Elkonkurrensutredningen (2002) conclusion that 
interconnections should be state-owned and open for third-party access. As 
pointed out by the Energy Markets Inspectorate (2006), the ongoing 
integration with Continental Europe warrants an increased awareness of the 
competitive conditions in adjacent markets. On the other hand, the 
Inspectorate, and Statistics Norway (2005), note that further integration 
between Continental Europe and the Nordic market may promote further 
market liberalisation in Continental Europe.  
 
Congestion management has received increased attention in the Nordic region 
in recent years and Nordic TSO:s have so been unable to agree on the 
management of internal congestions in Noridc area (Nordel, 2006). The 
Energy Markets Inspectorate (2006) concludes that the Swedish TSO:s use of 
import/export limitations is beneficial for Swedish consumers only in the short 
term, but at the same time decreases investment incentives in the Swedish 
market as well harms the Nordic market integration. The European 
Commission (2007c) considers the Nordic integration to be an example of 
“best practice” in many areas, but stresses congestion management as an 
unsolved problem. A study commissioned by the Nordic Council of Ministers 
(2007) concludes that one way to improve the congestion management in the 
Nordic market is to define bidding areas according to a set of commonly 
developed objective criteria and independent of national borders. NordREG 
(2007) concludes that there is a need for the Nordic regulators to define a 
common method to monitor and analyse problems associated with congestion 
management. The Ministry of Trade and Industry (2006) conclude that 
efficient congestion management in the Nordic region requires the framework 
of one company and suggest that the Nordic TSOs should be merged to form 
a Nordic ISO. Regarding the integration of the Nordic retail market the Nordic 
regulators, NordREG (2006), find that there are no definite legal or technical 
obstacles hindering the development of a Nordic end-user market. However, 
rules and regulations needs to be further harmonised in order to facilitate the 
development. 

Naturally, all the EC benchmark reports (European Commission, 2001, 2003, 
2004, 2005a) have some indicators on, and discussion of the integration of 
the European electricity markets. There is a general call for more integration, 
2nd benchmark report, p. 105: ‘However although progress has been made, 
there also remain regulatory obstacles to efficient cross border exchanges and 
a lack of co-ordination of capacity allocation and ratification mechanisms.’ The 
3rd report presents some progress on the issue of market integration but still 
call for further harmonisation between TSOs and Regulators that handle these 
issues. The 4th report commends the political will in the Nordic countries, 
pushing for the development of the Nordic transmission grid. But the 5th 
report, (p. 2), again notes: ‘The most important persisting shortcoming is the 
lack of integration between national markets. Key indicators in this respect 
are the absence of price convergence across the EU and the low level of 
cross-border trade. This is generally due to the existence of barriers to entry, 
inadequate use of existing infrastructure and - in the case of electricity – 
insufficient interconnection between many member states, leading to 
congestion.’ An important part of the access conditions are the arrangements 
in place for balancing input into and withdrawal from the network. If 
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conditions for balancing are restrictive and do not provide adequate flexibility 
then this according to the EC will constitute a barrier of entry to those who 
wish to use the network. Furthermore, where balancing is provided by a 
vertically integrated company, it is, according to the EC in the 1st benchmark 
report, important that charges are as cost reflective and non-discriminatory as 
they are for transportation and distribution tariffs. Electricity networks must 
be in balance at all times. However, there will always be forecast errors as to 
the exact amount of electricity generated and consumed. Therefore, some 
mechanism is needed whereby balancing or “regulating” power is provided if 
suppliers are short of power, and also for disposing of excess power injected 
into the network by generators if customers consume less than expected. 
Balancing in Sweden (the Nordic market) is reported in the benchmark 
reports as accommodating entry, and thus competition. In the 5th report there 
is an extensive discussion on congestion management. The electricity traders 
want the congestion management in EU to become more market oriented. 
The EC expresses some hope that the current ad hoc congestion management 
will seize in favour of the methods advocated in Regulations EC/1228/03. The 
EC calls for and encourages further cross-border cooperation between the 
regulators on this issue. Whereas the regulators see improvements with the 
new congestion management regulation, stakeholders remain sceptic to the 
actual implementation of the regulation.  

Bjorvatn and Tjotta (1993) analyse the deregulation and integration of the 
Nordic electricity markets. They stipulate that Sweden, due to its central 
location, has a crucial role on the Nordic market and argue that common 
carriage without some form of compensation is not likely to be an acceptable 
form of integration from a Swedish perspective. Bjorvatn and Tjotta conclude 
that compensatory demands are likely to be quite large, which might 
complicate negotiations on common carriage. An alternative to common 
carriage would be for Sweden to exert market power through monopolistic 
pricing of its transmission services. According to the authors Governmental 
involvement may be necessary to secure a successful integration of 
international electricity markets. Von der Fehr and Sandsbråten (1997) find 
that the gains from electricity trade may differ from the gains traditionally 
associated with comparative advantages and economies of scale. In 
particular, they consider the gains arising from the exploitation of 
technological complementarities between hydro and thermal systems, and 
highlight essential features of the two systems and their effects on trade. Von 
der Fehr and Sandsbråten’s analysis suggests that gradual trade liberalisation 
may be costly. Amundsen and Tjotta (1997) examine the potential gains in 
terms of increased social surplus from integrating the power markets in 
Europe and assesses the scope for free seasonal and diurnal trade in a setting 
of Third Party Access (TPA). Amundsen and Tjotta’s results indicate an overall 
welfare gain from integrating the power markets. They find that electricity 
prices are substantially reduced for all regions involved, thus implying a 
significant redistribution of income from producers to consumers. 

Tennbakk (2000) analyses the effectiveness of competition, which in essence 
depends on the extent of and conditions for cross-border trade between the 
countries concerned. She finds that the conditions for and cost of access to 
transmission networks will determine the nature of market integration and its 
impact on competitive conditions. According to Tennbakk there is a risk that 
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high transaction costs, tariff distortions and weak unbundling will act as 
barriers to trade, thereby limiting the extent of competition. While the EU is 
currently pursuing voluntary solutions among system operators, it is, 
according to Tennbakk, likely that regulations governing international 
transmission infrastructure will be required. Hira and Amaya (2003) examine 
the market integration process in three regions: Europe, Central America, and 
South America by analysing its driving forces in each area, and estimate the 
prospects for progress. Hira and Amaya identify a set of conditions that are 
necessary for a successful international integration of energy markets. Aune 
et al. (2004) find that, relative to the 1996 price level, liberalisation reduces 
the average end-user price of electricity by around 50 percent, under the 
assumption of ideal third-party access regimes for transportation and limited 
capacities in the transportation networks. The supply of electricity increases 
by around 20 percent, mainly due to increased coal power production, which 
becomes the largest market share of electricity production in Western Europe. 
In a recent article Damsgaard (2007) investigates the correlation between the 
Nordic and the Continental European – read German – electricity price. A 
Nordic concern with an integrated Nordic and European electricity market is 
the fear of importing higher power prices. Again, Damsgaard’s (2007) results 
indicates that  a higher integration and transmission capacity might reduce 
the electricity price not only in the Nordic countries but also for its trading 
partners. 

4.7 Post-liberalisation goals and indicators 
In the aftermath of the liberalisation additional goals/indicators have been 
evaluated by various studies. These goals/indicators were not discussed in the 
literature before the liberalisation. Nevertheless, in order to present a more 
complete picture of the liberalisation and its effects on the relevant markets, 
industries and society, it is useful to also include these goals/indicators in the 
review.  

4.7.1 Environmental issues [G7] 
One of the more profound post-liberalisation goals is the environmental 
impact the liberalisation might have although not explicitly addressed in the 
liberalisation process. The literature on this topic is extensive, most of which 
has been published post-liberalisation. As the effects of the liberalisation are 
still under investigation, the existing literature does not provide a 
comprehensive research on all effects. The following findings, however, 
present some of the environmental impacts of the liberalisation that have 
been observed so far. For instance, the Ministry of Trade and Industry (2006) 
suggest that CO2-free production should be supported with reasonable 
licensing procedures and policies supporting access to fuel (e.g., biopower). 
Regelutredningen (2005) notes a possible conflict between decentralised 
investment decisions and a sustainable development of the electricity 
production system, as the available technologies for new capacity in Sweden 
may increase the environmental impact. The Commissioner also concludes 
that governmental use of green policies on the electricity market must 
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consider the risk of distorting the functionality of the market (c.f., Nilsson and 
Sundqvist, 2007)28. 

Pearson (2000) shows that liberalisation of the U.K. electricity market in 1989 
was associated with a rapid decrease of both total emission of several key 
pollutants as well as emissions per unit of electricity generated. The main 
reason for this development was that coal was to a large extent replaced by 
gas. The author argues that this encouraged the government to take a more 
proactive environmental stance than they would have otherwise done. Several 
studies analyse the effects of the market liberalisation on energy efficiency 
and the use of renewables in the U.K. They conclude that liberalisation 
coupled with other policies helps to enhance energy efficiency but is in itself 
insufficient (e.g., Eyre, 2000; Wohlgemuth, 2000). This result is confirmed by 
the development of the demand for green electricity after liberalisation of the 
German electricity market. Only 1.2 percent of the electricity consumers 
switched from conventional electricity to green electricity due to higher prices 
and switching costs (Börner, 2002). Thus, the diffusion of renewable energy 
technologies relies on additional promotion measures. Eikeland (1998) 
compares the impacts of liberalisation of electricity markets on the 
environment in the U.K. and in Norway. The short-term effects were different 
due to different initial situations. Compared to the environmental 
improvement after liberalisation in the U.K. due to an intensified use of 
natural gas instead of coal, the impacts in Norway have been more complex. 
In Norway, nearly all electricity has historically been generated by hydro. 
Shortly after the reform a temporary stop in new development of hydro 
projects occurred, leading to short-term environmental improvements, 
because the abolition of politically set prices and the area franchise system 
revealed excessive supply capacity. More fundamental changes came because 
the reform led to increased power trade between Norway, Sweden, Finland, 
and Denmark, coupling the Norwegian hydro-based electricity systems with 
thermal-based systems relying on coal, gas, and nuclear power. Whether or 
not the trade has led to a net decrease in environmental damages in the 
whole area is not clear. With respect to the long-term environmental impacts, 
the patterns seem to have been quite similar in both countries. The new 
electricity legislation allocated the responsibility for environmental challenges 
to the state (regulator), industry, and consumers. 

Amundsen et al. (1999) conclude that a common Nordic power market will 
reduce the total CO2 emissions in the Nordic countries as compared to a 
situation of autarky and, thus, reduce the aggregate cost of complying with 
strict national CO2 emission targets. The economic gain of introducing a 
common Nordic power market will be particularly large in the case of a 
Swedish nuclear power phase out. Unger and Ekvall (2003) investigate the 
benefits from increasing cross-border cooperation under future CO2 
commitments in the Nordic countries. They analyse four cooperative 
strategies: cross-border electricity trade, cross-border emission-permit trade, 
the introduction of a trans-Nordic natural gas transmission grid, and, finally, 
utilisation of all these three strategies simultaneously.  Unger and Ekvall show 
that all cooperative strategies lower the abatement costs, especially if the 

                                           
28 Nilsson and Sundqvist is also one of the few Nordic studies that explicitly addresses 
the transaction costs of different governance regimes. 
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strategy including full cooperation is utilised. Benefits from cooperation are 
generally larger for the scenarios with relatively higher future energy demand. 
Since the countries within the Nordic electricity market have different power 
generation portfolios and since cross-border trade between the countries is 
considerable Sjödin and Grönkvist (2004) suggests that an increasing use of 
electricity anywhere in the region may entail higher emissions of greenhouse 
gases. The amount of increased emissions due to additional electricity usage 
will depend on the type of generation supplying the additional electricity. 
Similarly, a decrease in electricity usage may involve reduced greenhouse gas 
emissions. Sjödin and Grönkvist suggest the implementation of a 
comprehensive accounting scheme that provides an accurate link between 
various types of energy sources and their related emissions in order to 
facilitate cost-effective carbon dioxide mitigation procedures. Eikeland (1998) 
that focuses on the climate change problem, ascertains that after 
liberalisation the regulation and industries have had lower incentives to 
promote energy efficiency and renewables due to other overriding interests 
than before the liberalisation. Consumers are still relatively passive. However, 
Eikeland emphasises that the Swedish example of labelling green electricity 
led to an increasing demand for green electricity, pushing the liberalised 
market towards an improved environmental performance.  

Ringel (2003) takes a closer look at the first trends of the European electricity 
markets after the liberalisation. The author states that the liberalisation does 
not only imply opportunities, but also introducing risks to achieve a 
sustainable power sector. Many risks are due to market distortions caused by 
the delay in forming a fully functional single European market. In the short 
term, market liberalisation tends to create more risks than opportunities 
because of lower end-user electricity prices which increases the cost 
disadvantages of renewable energies and combined heat and power (CHP) 
plants. In the long run however, the efficiency gains of the sector and the 
appearance of new actors, such as new energy service suppliers, are likely to 
bring forth the opportunities and foster a transformation towards a 
sustainable electricity sector. Kemfert et al. (2003) apply a game theoretic 
model to study the strategic behaviour of energy suppliers and their impacts 
on the environmental situation on the liberalised European electricity market. 
The effects on the environment are ambiguous. On the one hand, 
liberalisation gives incentives to an increased use of low cost technologies, 
e.g., conventional coal fired plants, which are generally more environmentally 
damaging. On the other hand, in the Nordic countries that had an initially high 
share of renewable energy production technology, the share of 
environmentally friendly technologies is further increased. 

4.7.2 Security of Supply [G8] 
In the pre-liberalisation era, investments in the electricity sectors were 
centrally coordinated.29 Security of supply was in general a responsibility of 
the incumbent vertically integrated monopolist, which incorporated 
engineering reliability standards in their decisions on capacity investments. 
The perception of supply security was chiefly that ‘all customers should be 

                                           
29 See for example Hjalmarsson (1996) or Kaijser and Högselius (2007) for an account 
of the club-type regulation that was prevalent in Sweden ex ante liberalization 
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able to consume as much electricity as they want at a constant price at any 
given time’ (Bushnell, 2005). As a result, the pre-liberalised electricity 
industry was characterised by a high level of overcapacity where costs for the 
held overcapacity by the regulatory setup could be passed on to end-users. 
Moreover, the role of the demand side in achieving a supply and demand 
balance was hardly recognised. Liberalisation has led to a shift of the 
investment risk from the end-users to the investors themselves, creating 
incentives to increase efficiency. In addition, liberalisation gives stronger 
incentives to end-users to price signals generated by supply shortages (c.f., 
the discussion above). 

A consequence of the liberalisation is that the responsibility for supply security 
is no longer explicitly assigned to an identifiable party. Rather, in the 
liberalised environment the market mechanism is relied upon to generate 
optimal investment. The question, therefore, is to what extent the security of 
supply is compromised by the decentralised management of the electricity 
supply. In order to answer this question, it is important to note that two 
different perspectives on ‘security of supply’ can be distinguished. Some view 
security of supply as guaranteeing a stable supply of energy at an “affordable” 
price, no matter what the circumstances are (see e.g., European Commission, 
2000). The 2005 Directive on Security of Supply (EC/89/2005 Art 2 (a)) 
states that: ‘security of electricity supply means the ability of an electricity 
system to supply final customers with electricity, (...) the satisfaction of 
foreseeable demands of consumers to use electricity without the need to 
enforce measures to reduce consumption.’ Eurostat (2006) views ‘reliable 
electricity supplies at acceptable prices a key driver to economic growth and 
competitiveness’.  We find that these definitions are close to the pre-
liberalisation goals as they take demand as an exogenous factor. From a 
purely economic point of view, however, the concept of security of supply is 
related to the efficiency of the provision of electricity or gas to end-users. 
Markets will always exhibit variations in supply and demand, and, hence, in 
prices. A reduction in supply allows prices to rise and demand to fall, while an 
increasing demand raises prices and, hence, supply. We believe that the two 
perspectives, therefore, lead to conflicting goals, since, from an economic 
(welfare) point of view, supplying all demand is bound to be inefficient, and 
prices will have to fluctuate to clear the markets. 

The interest in the questions of how to meet peak demand and secure energy 
supply in deregulated markets is another post-liberalisation goal. IEA (2005) 
divides the issue of security of supply into energy security and system 

security. The first issue, energy security has to do with securing fuel for 
generation. Typical worries may be gas and oil supply. The exposure to this 
kind of risk is directly connected to the current fuel mix in the generation of 
electricity. Thus, we find that the Swedish primary concern of meeting peak 
demand seems to be met. On the other hand the situation concerning the 
supply adequacy (energy security), i.e., that the infrastructure exists to meet 
future demand, and if the capacity of generation that meets the Swedish 
energy demand over a longer period, is enough. There is some confusion 
about the necessity of each nation to meet the adequacy criteria themselves. 
Such a constraint on the market would strongly counteract the idea of the 
internal market. Rather, one should look at whether regions have sufficient 
generation and transportation capacity. Finally we need to look into how the 
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system operations and contingency management needs to develop when 
markets are increasingly integrated. For example, the more cross-border 
trade, the more coordination between TSOs control areas may be needed. 
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5 Analysis of the literature survey 

By analysing the literature survey it becomes possible to identify issues 
related to the liberalisation of the Swedish electricity market that have been 
scrutinised and dismissed as unimportant or irrelevant; and to identify issues 
that have been found important and relevant but that have not received the 
as much attention. That is, we can identify areas and issues that need to be 
studied further as to improve the overall understanding of the effects of the 
liberalisation of the electricity market. Since the literature survey is 
decomposed into different types of studies (i.e., academic (A), official or 
authorities and international organisation (O) we can furthermore analyse the 
differences in focus among these different types of reports.   

In total some 72 publications have been reviewed. Table 1 summarise the 
reviewed studies after author, year of publication, type of publication and its 
main research area according to the identified pre- and post-liberalisation 
goals. Several of the included studies have a wide approach and cover more 
than one of the identified goals and indicators. These studies are listed under 
the goal that was deemed the most appropriate. 

 

Table 3 Focus of research over time and liberalisation goal 

Author Cata Year G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 
Hjalmarsson and 
Veiderpass 

A 1992          

Mork A 1992          
Bjorvatn and Tjotta A 1993          
Andersson and Bergman A 1995          
White et al. A 1996          
Fehr and Sandsbråtan A 1997          
Amundsen and Tjotta A 1997          
Kumbhakar and 
Hjalmarsson 

A 1998          

Ando and Palmer A 1998          
Eikeland A 1998          
Borenstein and Bushnell A 1999          
Amundsen et al. A 1999          
Tennbakk A 2000          
Pearson A 2000          
Eyre A 2000          
Wohlgemuth A 2000          
EC O 2000          
Kleit and Terrell A 2001          
Steiner A 2001          
Halvorsen and Larsen A 2001         
EC Benchmark (1st) O 2001          
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Amundsen and Bergman A 2002          
Newbery A 2002          
Börner A 2002          
Elkonkurrensutredningen O 2002          
Hira and Amaya A 2003          
Mansur A 2003          
EC Benchmark (2nd) O 2003         
Edvardsen and Frösund A 2003          
Unger and Ekvall A 2003          
Ringel A 2003          
Kemfert et al.  A 2003          
Nordic Competition 
Authorities  

O 2003          

Sturluson A 2003         
Aune et al.  A 2004          
EC Benchmark (3rd) O 2004         
Littlechild A 2004          
Kühn and Machado A 2004          
Sjödin and Grönkvist A 2004          
El- & 
Gasmarknadsutredningen 

O 2004          

Bushnell and Wolfram A 2005          
von der Fehr et al. A 2005          
Bushnell A 2005          
EC Benchmark (4th)  O 2005         
EC Progress report (5th) O 2005         
Regelutredningen O 2005          
The Danish Economic 
Council  

O 2005          

Hope A 2005           
Swedish Energy Agency 
(a) 

O 2005         

Swedish Energy Agency 
(b) 

O 2005          

Statistics Norway O 2005           
IEA O 2005          
Ernst and Young A 2006          
Fabrizio et al.  A 2006          
Amundsen and Bergman A 2006          
Ministry of Trade and 
Industry  

O 2006          

Energy Markets 
Inspectorate 

O 2006          

Swedish Energy Agency O 2006          
Nordic Energy Regulators O 2006          
Eurostat O 2006          
IEA O 2006          
Damsgaard A 2007          
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EC O 2007           
IEA O 2007          
Nordic Council of 
Ministers 

O 2007          

EC Prospects for IEM (6th) O 2007a          
EC Sector inquiry  O 2007b          
EC Energy Package O 2007d         
Energy Markets 
Inspectorate 

O 2007         

NordREG O 2007         
Swedish Competition 
Authority 

O 2007         

a A=academia; O=official or authorities and international organisations 
[G1] Promote efficiency gains; [G2] Enhance productivity; [G3] 
Consumer choice and demand side participation; [G4] Create a uniform 
and effective price determination; [G5] Improve the competition; [G6] 
Integrate the Swedish with international power markets; [G7] 
Environmental issues; and [G8] Security of supply. 

 

No clear pattern can visually be observed in table 1 regarding a shifting 
research focus over time. By decomposing the information in table 1 after 
category of publication a clearer view of the research focus over time can be 
provided. Table 2 presents the survey results according to category of 
publication, publication year and main liberalisation goal focus. 

 

Table 4 Research focus decomposed into different types of publications, year 

and liberalisation goal 

All G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 #  O G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 # 

1992 2         2  1992         0 

1993      1    1  1993         0 

1994          0  1994         0 

1995    1      1  1995         0 

1996    1      1  1996         0 

1997      2    2  1997         0 

1998 1   1   1   3  1998         0 

1999     1  1   2  1999         0 

2000      1 3 1 5  2000        1 1 

2001 2  1 1      4  2001    1     1 

2002    2 1  1   4  2002    1     1 

2003 2  1  2 1 3   9  2003     2    2 

2004 1  1  2 1 1   6  2004     2    2 

2005 3 1 2 1 2 2  1 12  2005 2 1 2  1 2   8 

2006 3 1  1 2 1  1 9  2006 2    2 1  1 6 

2007 1   1 3 5 1   11  2007 1     1 3 4 1   10 

# 15 2 5 9 13 14 11 3 72  # 5 1 2 3 10 7 1 2 31 
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A G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 #            

1992 2        2            

1993      1   1            

1994         0            

1995    1     1            

1996    1     1            

1997      2   2            

1998 1   1   1  3            

1999     1  1  2            

2000      1 3  4            

2001 2  1      3            

2002    1 1  1  3            

2003 2  1   1 3  7            

2004 1  1   1 1  4            

2005 1   1 1   1 4            

2006 1 1  1     3            

2007           1     1            

# 10 1 3 6 3 7 10 1 41            

[G1] Promote efficiency gains; [G2] Enhance productivity; [G3] Consumer 
choice and demand side participation; [G4] Create a uniform and effective 
price determination; [G5] Improve the competition; [G6] Integrate the 
Swedish with international power markets; [G7] Environmental issues; and 
[G8] Security of supply. 

 

Based on the literature survey, we conclude that the academic interest in 
competition and market integration do not match the frequency with which 
public report has dealt with these issues.  One obvious reason for this is the 
rather strong consensus that competition is working rather well, which means 
that further research into this area could be fruitless. The spread of academic 
studies are also wider, whereas the bulk of public studies have remained with 
studying competition. This is probably reflecting the fact that academic 
studies are often triggered by some event or a new methodology, whereas the 
public studies may reflect different concerns. Very little has changed from the 
early public studies until now, and the results concur with the academic 
results.  

As evident from table 2, the issue of productivity gains has received little 
attention both from the academia and from official organisations. The lack of 
attention can be attributed to a number of factors. For instance, it is difficult 
to analyse a contra-factual productivity gain, i.e., the productivity gains that 
would have been achieved given that the liberalisation had not occurred to be 
used as a point of comparison. In addition, in terms of labour productivity the 
pre-liberalised situation is not that different from the post-liberalisation 
situation, which might make in-depth analyses redundant. The issues that 
have been studied in more details include efficiency gains, competitive 
aspects and market integration. These issues comprise more than half of the 
reviewed studies. It also interesting to notice that the environmental issue, 
which we have defined as a post-liberalisation goal, has received relatively 
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much attention, especially from the academia. This is perhaps in line with the 
shift in the general research focus that has occurred recently not only in the 
field of regulatory aspects but also in other fields. Nevertheless, the number 
of studies devoted to environmental issues in the context of the liberalisation 
of the Swedish electricity market signals that it has become an important field 
of research. 

Furthermore, the lacuna in the area of demand response, and stronger 
demand participation into the electricity market is rather obvious when 
looking at what has been published in this area during 2005-2007.  One could 
reflect on the reason for this as the awareness seems to exist. The Energy 
Markets Inspectorate (2006) concludes that creating conditions for demand 
side participation is one of the most important remaining challenges for the 
Nordic wholesale market and mention a revised pricing of balancing power 
and the development of new contractual forms as possible ways forward. 

In addition, to what extent security-of-supply issues will be considered as 
vital, or if the questions raised are of little importance is clouded in ignorance. 
We failed to find either public or academic investigations in this area. 

From a European perspective, the European Commission has regularly been 
monitoring the electricity market, beginning with the first “benchmark” report 
in 2001. These reports, demonstrate that, although some progress is being 
made in developing competition and some important benefits have been 
realised in terms of increased efficiency, the overall picture varies. For some 
countries/regions the developments are positive; in many others progress is 
slow, and in some instances there do not seem to have been any progress at 
all. In summary, there is a need of a further market integration before the 
idea of a single market for electricity is realised.  

Furthermore, the IEA (2001a; 2001b; 2004; 2007) and ERGEG (2006a) 
suggest that the energy regulator should have increased independence, as 
well as acting in a more transparent manner vis-à-vis the market actors and 
have an increased scope. The independence of regulators from political and 
stakeholder influence is a recurring concern for the IEA. Overall, Hope’s 
(2005) concern of the governance structure, and the IEA’s worry about the 
independence of the regulator does not seem to have sparked any interest 
from either researchers or authorities in Sweden. The lack of interest is most 
likely not due to the lack of interesting research questions. There are several 
international examples where the governance issue has been tackled 
differently. For instance the UK regulator OFGEM, which has a clear role as an 
independent regulator, financed by fees thus guaranteeing political 
independence, and the Netherlands where the regulator is part of the 
competition authority, thus reflecting one of the most important concerns. 
However, we believe that more applied research is needed within this area 
before any solid conclusions may be drawn.  

The role of the demand side in decreasing the cost of energy provision and 
improving end-use efficiency has been given an increasing importance in the 
literature. The design of mechanisms for cross-border trade also has scope for 
improvement, e.g. more transparency concerning how cross border capacity 
are set and increased use of implicit auctioning of capacity , i.e., in order to 
better reap the benefits of market integration. In particular, the current steps 
towards “market coupling” – a mechanism which allows for a more efficient 
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utilisation of the available transport capacity between countries – may lead to 
improved gains from electricity trade. Each individual country cannot solve 
the issues of cross-border market integration; rather there is a need for 
integration and harmonisation of efforts at a higher level. This also calls for a 
greater consistency in actions of national regulators, as stressed by the High 
Level Group (2006). This especially concerns the development of cross-border 
trade between countries and involves measures curbing market power at the 
European level and mechanisms stimulating efficient use and expansion of 
interconnector capacity. 

According to both theoretical and empirical results, the impacts of the 
Swedish liberalisation of the electricity market on the environment are 
ambiguous. The overall effect on the environment consists of the various 
effects that liberalisation has had on electricity consumption, the mix of 
technologies, fuel efficiency, and the effectiveness of environmental 
regulations. According to the theoretical literature the single effects can be 
either positive or negative. Case studies of the U.K. and Norway show that the 
impacts also crucially depend on the initial situation in a country before 
liberalisation. The initial situations differ with regard to natural resources and 
geographical conditions, technological know-how, and requirements of the 
existing environmental regulation. Furthermore, the degree of market opening 
and the adjustment of environmental policy measures are crucial. For these 
reasons the impacts of liberalisation on the environment will differ across 
countries making a direct transfer of results from the liberalisation in one 
country to another difficult and could produce erroneous results. 
Nevertheless, liberalisation is generally not opposed to environmental 
objectives and can strengthen the effect of market based environmental 
instruments. 
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6 Conclusions 

The purpose of this study is to map the literature covering the liberalisation of 
the Swedish electricity market, elaborating on possible consensus areas, as 
well as highlight any patterns that may explain differences in opinions. We 
have identified overall goals of the liberalisation, as well as several indicators 
that can be used to measure the fulfilment of the pre-liberalisation goals. The 
results from our study could accommodate decisions on the directions further 
research in the social sciences on the electricity market could take. 

Price increases of electricity have fuelled the debate on the effects of the 
liberalisation. However, according to the literature, this new price level can 
reasonably be explained by input prices, a decreasing capacity margin, i.e., 
an increased scarcity of electricity, as well as environmental concerns. 
Through the emissions trading system the external cost of CO2-emissions is 
internalised making CO2-free generation more valuable. A correct price signal 
to all market actors is the core of a liberalised market, and from the overall 
perspective this aspect is working very well on the Nordic market, even 
though national differences in regulations and political interventions 
(bordering on state-aid) may have a distorting effect. A return to the price 
level experienced before the liberalisation is not regarded as likely – and 
considering the strong case for an increased efficiency in the use of electricity 
is probably not even desirable for society as a whole. Several studies have 
investigated both the price level and the price formation on the Swedish and 
Nordic market. With some variation the findings have been the same 
throughout all these studies; the price mechanism is found to be efficient, 
theoretically correct and the best alternative for a liberalised market. Even 
under extreme conditions as the dry winter of 2002/2003, the market 
mechanisms proved to be working. Changes in price level since 1996 have 
been linked to fundamental changes in and around the market and, as far as 
the official investigations of the Swedish and Nordic price level can tell, the 
price level has not generally been influenced by market power.30 The 
conclusion from our survey is that there is no significant support for changes 

to the current price setting mechanisms. Nonetheless, to increase 

transparency of procedures, some clarifying investigations into the 

connections between the price determination in the spot and the balancing 

and regulatory markets could be beneficial.   

The increasing focus on capacity margins and new investments in power 
generation is also evident in reports and publications of a later date. 
Increasingly concerns are raised for the electricity market’s long-term 
efficiency, which is often debated in relation to the conversion to a more 
sustainable production system, coupled with a price level that is acceptable to 
the public and sufficient to trigger investments. The issue has been further 
complicated by the parallel but connected debates on windfall profits from the 
emissions trading system, the lack of an efficient licensing process as well as 

                                           
30 In 2005 the Danish competition authority ruled that Elsam A/S had used market 
power in western Denmark. 
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local acceptance for investments. On a liberalised market the investment risk 
is no longer carried collectively, but by individual producers. This market 
adaptation of investment levels was an intended consequence of the market 
reform. As a consequence investments will not happen until the price level 
can compensate for cost and uncertainties related to new investments. The 
overall investment framework plays a key role to keep the required risk 
premium as low as possible, which ideally would mean a long-term and stable 
energy policy, an efficient licensing procedure and with proper incentives for 
local acceptance. As a measure to lower the price of electricity, improved 

possibility to react on market incentives concerning long run production 

capacity changes is necessary. Thus further investigations on investment and 
licensing procedures may be warranted. 

The design of the European electricity markets is also an issue of governance. 
As observed in the EU “Energy Package” (European Commission, 2007d) 
increased cooperation and a possibly merger of the TSOs and eventually also 
the regulatory functions may be necessary. When national markets are to be 
integrated into larger regions and finally into a common European market, the 
idea of a national, or a local TSO seems obsolete from a market efficiency 
point of view. The transmission system must be built and operated for the 
market it is going to serve, but in Europe up to now it has been assumed that 
the market will develop only if independent transmission companies (TSOs) 
are created. One important issue is whether the current TSOs has proper 
incentives to build new infrastructure, and support cross-border trade in a 
timely manner. Regardless of solution it has proved difficult to develop 
markets spanning over several countries. The Nordic market has developed as 
a result of strong political pressure, but as the on-going discussion on 
congestion management methods shows there are still large discrepancies of 
views (Nordel, 2006). This is not surprising – the TSOs have national 
mandates and are regulated by authorities with national mandates.  

The governance issue also concerns the matter of jurisdiction between 
national authorities, e.g., the competition authorities versus the regulators 
(see e.g., Hope, 2005), as well as the need for regional regulatory functions. 
In the benchmark report by the European Commission (2005b) there is a 
discussion on the regulatory gap on issues relating to cross-border 
investments. The benchmark report states that the degree of market 
integration could be improved significantly, even without any new 
investments taking place. The TSOs incentives to change their operating 
practices in order to make more cross-border capacity available is explicitly 
mentioned, but the report also calls for tighter regulation of the treatment of 
existing capacity reservation for both gas and electricity.  The Commission is 
concerned over the slow development of improved methodologies for 
calculating the available transmission capacity. On the regulatory side it could 
be reasonable not only to investigate a supranational goal, but also to follow it 
with legislation, and a European entity empowered to take action furthering 
the integration of the European electricity market, see for example the third 
package of legislative proposals for the EU, “Energising Europe” (European 
Commission, 2007e). The call for a Nordic regulatory policy is partially echoed 
in Lundberg and Nilsson (2007). Hope’s concerns regarding the governance of 
energy markets and the IEA’s concerns about the independence of the 
regulators do not seem have sparked any interest from either researchers or 
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the authorities in Sweden. We conclude that in order to assess the design and 

the operation of a pan Nordic, and pan-European Independent System 

Operator (ISO) further research is warranted.  Further, the governance of the 

electricity market need better mapping, and studies on regulatory and 

monitoring best practices are likely to prove beneficial. 

The Nordic electricity wholesale is in general regarded as well functioning 
regarding market power and the market competition, even though the 
Swedish Competition Authority pinpoint a number of issues that if addressed 
could enhance competition further. Studies focusing on competition are often 
based on concentration data, even though it is well known that concentration 
measures alone are but insufficient indicators of the competitive situation on 
the electricity market.31 The structural changes, mergers and acquisitions 
during the last decades seem driven by economies of scale and scope, and at 
least for the wholesale market, have been accompanied by a parallel 
enlargement of the market following market integration, which decreases 
market shares. Several studies conclude that the market is more efficient 
than before the liberalisation, and there are so far no significant indications 
that the price level is influenced by market power.32 Especially on the 
European arena the issue of insufficient transparency receives increasing 
attention. Related to the transparency issue, there is an ongoing (academic) 
debate whether bids and offers to the Pool (here: Nord Pool) should be made 
publicly available and whether this would help or harm the competition on the 
electricity market. In the Nordic market further research may be needed in 

developing cost-efficient monitoring tools as well as creating a credible 

governance structure with low transaction costs. 

The general focus of a governmental investigation or public authority report is 
national, and the same goes for the political mandate. Hence, reports from 
authorities or governmental investigations often have weaknesses related to 
issues of international harmonisation, Nordic regulation and/or system 
operation. Further market integration is often mentioned as both an 
explanation to the “new” continental price level and at the same time as a 
reason to strengthen the competition in the market. The somewhat confusing 
argument that increase in prices have fundamental causes on one hand, but  
measures to enhance competition i.e. increase cross-border trade, indirectly is 
said to increase prices on the other hand, has in our meaning contributed to a 
lack of understanding of the pros and cons of a liberalised and integrated 
market. As we have only found support that increased market integration 
leads increasingly efficient markets, e.g. Bask et al (2007) and Damsgaard 
(2007) we clearly discard mercantilistic arguments as proven wrong. Full 
market integration needs action to be taken, as pointed out in NordREG’s 
(2006) conclusion that the realisation of the common end-user market needs 
further harmonisation. This supports Hope (2005) who claims that the Nordic 
electricity market still suffers from insufficient harmonisation of national rules 
and regulations for the common power market, e.g., for the handling of 
transmission constraints and for an integrated transmission system operation. 
As a necessary counter-balance to the national perspectives we conclude that 

there is a need for a Nordic study that bring forth the overall social economic 

                                           
31 See Newbery et al (2004) for a further discussion on this.   
32 We still note that the Danish case is the one exception. 
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efficiency and welfare effects of liberalisation and Nordic market integration. 

This study also needs to consider the possible welfare transfers between 

groups that take place as the market changes. 

The focus in the earlier literature has been on the creation of a well 
functioning wholesale market. The literature on retail competition is scarce 
(e.g. Joskow and Tirole, 2005) and we have failed to find studies that focus 
on the integration of retail businesses across the Nordic as well as the 
European market. The Australian regulator’s, AER (2007) “State of the Energy 
Market” discusses the issue of retail convergence across the states in 
Australia. In the report a number of determinants are identified. For example, 
the sharing of billing, call centres, marketing and administrative overheads 
offers cost savings. At the same time, the Australian regulator identifies some 
problems with further integration.  If there are scale economies for retailers, 
small local retailers may have problems to remain competitive when markets 
converge/integrate. On the one hand, the aim is to have efficient low cost 
retailers. On the other hand, one of the goals of the liberalisation was to 
promote an efficient price formation through competition. The Australian 
report concludes that convergence can create barriers for new entrants as a 
broader range of services to establish the necessary customer share may be 
needed. There is also a call for harmonisation so that retailers meet similar 
market arrangements in all regions. On the same topic, the NordREG 
consultation report on retail integration in the Nordic market (NordREG, 
2007b) elaborates on whether the social benefits of retail integration are 
larger than the social costs. In a sense, the Nordic report is more detailed 
than the Australian one insofar that it identifies a wider range of determinants 
of costs and benefits. We can conclude that the integration of Nordic retail 

market needs further analyses. The questions addressed may include issues 

of scale economies, pros and cons of vertical integration, as the costs and 

benefits of harmonizing rules across markets to lower transaction costs for 

potential entrants.  

The market reform created incentives for efficiency improvements in the use 
and management of production and transmission resources. The main 
potential came from the earlier overinvestment and excess capacity that 
characterised the Nordic market before and around 1996. Not surprisingly, 
and as a result, a gradually decreasing capacity margin during recent years 
has led to an increasing focus on the adequacy of generation and transmission 
systems. Related to this are issues of import dependency, congestion 
management and investment in transmission capacity as the Nordic market 
integration has played a major part in the realisation of the efficiency 
improvements sine the liberalisation. Import dependency and reliability of 
imports may erode earlier dogma treating security of supply as a national 
rather than Nordic, or European issue. In terms of excess capacity we can 

conclude that the power sector has improved operations since the 

deregulation. However, further assessments are needed on the 

interconnection capacity and how it affects the need for reserve capacity. 

The TEAM report (CAISO, 2004) is one effort in the US to device methods to 
calculate social costs and benefits of transmission changes. The issue of the 
“game” played between TSOs and generators are also briefly analysed by 
Havskjöld et al. (2006). Furthermore, both investments in generation and 
transmission capacity are called for in several reports, e.g., IEA (2007). But 
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procedures to make the legal and permitting processes involved in building 
new transmission lines shorter and more predictable is hardly elaborated on in 
the literature.  The policymaker’s need for a balance between the 
environmental, social and economic requirements of our society should be 
further explored so that these considerations are properly analysed in a social 
cost-benefit framework. Undoubtedly, some of the current land use legislation 
reflects the fact that land is becoming an increasingly scarce resource. But the 
infrastructure for the network industries such as telecom, railways and 
electricity can also claim social benefits larger than the costs, as suggested in 
e.g. Nilsson et al (2007). These issues urgently need clarification. If, for 
example, the environmental argument is used in extremis we may end up 
with insufficient economic development, and vice versa. However the 
environmental impact can not be ignored either. Neither the actors in the 
electricity market, nor the environmental interests can be given the right to 
veto the public interest. It is also crucial that local interests do not constitute 
an unnecessary barrier to global development. National governments as well 
as the EU are responsible for designing the market and creating an 
institutional setting supportive of the long-term goals. Thus, the social costs 
and benefits of infrastructure changes, as well as the transparency needed to 

achieve an efficient development of the transmission network is an area that 

needs further highlighting and research endeavours. 

Swedish end-users abstaining from an active choice of supplier ends up with a 
standardised contract33 (in August 2007, this constituted more than 40 
percent of the customer base, and is decreasing). These contracts generally 
have a significantly higher price compared to the contracts offered to active 
end-users. The Energy Markets Inspectorate (2006) concluded that an 
abolishment of these contracts would strengthen the position of end-users. 
However, during its investigation the Inspectorate also commissioned a series 
of interviews with large consumers and electricity retailers. According to the 
interviews these standardized contracts have been an important source of 
income for some retailers. Decreasing margins is considered to be a big threat 
towards the independent and small retailers. According to these somewhat 
contradicting findings the lack of supplier switching in the consumer segment 
with these standardized contracts, is beneficial to keep a large number of 
retailers in the market. The flipside of the coin is the passive consumers may 
be harmful to competition. Overall, the European Commission’s benchmark 
reports show a picture where the Nordic countries stand out with the highest 
supplier switching rates in Europe. Customer switching rates signal both a 
degree of demand side participation as well as the competitive activity, 
however they should be interpreted with care and can for example be 
expected to peak at a relatively early stage of liberalization and later stabilize 
around relatively low levels. On the other hand a market with low switching 
rates may be a very competitive market if retailers are delivering good 
quality. We suggest that an investigation considers how the protection of 

passive consumers could be improved in a manner using the current market 

mechanisms.  We lack a clear answer to the question whether or not the 

supplier switching rates in Sweden/Nordic are sufficient to support and 

develop a Nordic retail market.  

                                           
33 In Swedish “Tillsvidarepris” 
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The need for a more active participation of the demand side is mentioned as 
one of the biggest remaining challenges for the liberalised market, not the 
least in relation to the functionality of the capacity markets and the adequacy 
of generation. Our conclusion is that active demand participation is necessary 

to create substantial benefits to the customer collective.  This conventional 

wisdom is well established in the economic literature but the necessary 

institutional and technical incentives to adopt a new management scheme 

needs to be identified and promoted. 
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